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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky 00mmunIty Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Member of Associated Press

Two Sections
Today
20 Pages
In Our 94th Year

Murray, Ky., Friday Aftetnoon, March 2, 1973

10 Per Copy

Murray State
Enrollment Up
From Last Year

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We've got Jonquils at our
house. Two of them wide open
and others ready to do their
thing We picked the two that
were open and took them in the
house
Made us feel right good to sit
there and look at them and to
realize that Mother Nature was
beginning the cycle that brings
joy to the hearts of man, the
rebirth of pLantlife for another
year along with the reactivation
of animal life.
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Clyde Roberts is building a
house right across the road
from us. Looks like It will be a
dilly.
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Interesting conversation with
Mrs. Howard Koenan.
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"Fear years ago, the North
Vietnamese totally refused to
separate political and military
issues. Four years ago, the
North Vietnamese insisted that
iSee Seen & Heard, page 12)
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-tourt-Ot--ffortor
Held By Scouts
A Court of Honor and covered
dish supper was held by Boy
Scout Troop 45, at the First
United Methodist Church on
Tuesday of this week.
On the program for the
evening were a slide show by
Dr James Byrn and two skits
presented by the scouts
Guests at the event included
B Boone, scoutmaster of
Troop 77 and some of his scouts.
Special
awards
were
presented to Randy orr for the
Mile Swim and Jay Mattox for
the Governor's Round Up.
Todd Harrison, Sam Chadirk, Kevin L81,90,1, and Harry
Fannin were recognized for
hiking the rugged ten mile
compass cross country course
at Shiloh.
Merit Badges were presented
to Randy Orr, Don Henry, Jay
Mattox, Harry Fannin, John
Carruthers, Todd Harrison,
Sam Chadwick, Chris Parker,
Sammy Kelly, Gene Parker,
Kevin Laieltin and Phil Byrn.
The Second Class Scout badge
was presented to Kevin Lawson,
the First Class Scout badge was
presented to Harry Fannin and
Star Rank was earned by Chris
Parker

106 American Prisoners
To Be Released Sunday

Miss Debbie Moody
Teacher, Acteens

Students Give Program, Kirksey
PTA Meet; Mariin Harris Speaks

Miss Debbie Moody will teach
the book,"What About Pete" to
Acteens, age 12 to 17, and other
interested #outh of the First
Baptist Church on Wednesday,
March 7, at 8:30 p.m in the
Youth Center.
This book is the home mission
graded series which will be
taught to Acteens of Baptist
churches throughout the
Southern Baptist Convention
prior to or during the Annie
Armstrong Week of Prayer for
Home Missions, March 4-11.
Miss Moody, daughter of Mr.
arid Mrs. G. T Moody, is a
junior at Murray State
University majoring,in social
work. She served as a summer
missionary at San Jose,
California, in 1972.

maw
The Weather
Cloudy and mild through Saturday. Occasional rain and a
chance of a thundershower
today, ending tonight. High
today and Saturday in the mid
60s, low tonight in the upper
40s. Mild Sunday, with a
chance of showers.
Kentucky's Extended Forecast
for Sunday through Tuesday
A chance of rain Sunday. Becoming partly cloudy and continued mild Monday and
Tuesday. Highs in the 50s Sunday through Tuesday, and lows
in the 30s and 40s.

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 52

Nearly All County Soybeans Harvested
Iramosis hum enjoyed the good weather for the pest feu days. and only 000-1,800
acres el saybasm are MN in the field, according to county extension agent Ted
Hewed.MIL.,IL1 ash two or three per cent of the total soybean crop, with
shown,48,111111111“en planted this year. Howard'said the fields are in generally good
condition as far as miring down, but in several fields the beast are down, making
harvesting difficult. Howard said that ha some extreme cases the farmers have

oemlifted'sly per cent of the beans in the field, became the combine could not
pick up the rest of the beans. Howard also said that some of the beans are dirty,
lowering sinallty, sae that the farmers were docked for the foreign matter. Howard
toitimated that as many as 50,000 acres will be planted this year.
(Staff Aerial Photo by David Hill )

'Or. James M. Seale Will Preach
At First Christian Church Here

SAIGON (API — The U.S.
delegation announced tonight
North Vietnam has informed it
that 106 American prisoners
will be released in Hanoi on
Sunday, but that the Viet Cong
apparently have threatened to
withhold release of 30 U.S.
POWs captured in South Vietnam in a dispute over exchange
of Vietnamese prisoners.
A statement from the U.S.
delegation to the four-party

The Kirksey Parent-Teacher
Association met Tuesday,
February 27, at 7:30 p.m. at the
school
Entertainment was by Mrs.
Lucille Potts' History students
with Shelia Darnell giving the
Introduction. Brief life histories
of great men such as George
Washington by Jo Beth Norwood, Abraham Lincoln by
Made Frazier, and Lyndon B.
Johnson by Randy McC-allon,
which supported the theme
"Founder's Day Learn About
The Past, Live In The Present,"
were given.

MHS One-Act
Play Cast In
Corn petition
The Murray High School
speech club one-act play cast
left this morning to compete in
the State Drama Festival, to be
held at the Gingltnell Theatre at
the University of Kentucky.
Included in the cast are Ken
Grogan, introduction; Johnny
Cannon, Chancellor; Scott
Willis, King; I,ezlee Bartholomy, queen; Barbara
Kemper, princess Camilla;
Jana Jones, Dolcibella; Larry
Robinson, Prince Simon; and
Martha McKinney, Carlo.
The club thanked their
director, Mary Beshear, for her
assistance in the production.

Joint Military Commission said
the Viet Cong notified the U.S
side that the 30 American prisoners previously listed would
be released also in Hanoi but
refused to give the date of release A spokesman said this
meant the Viet Cone were stalling.
The U.S. delegation said arrangements for the release of
106 Americans and two Thais
held by the North Vietnamese

"will go forward"
The Viet Cong had actually
handed the United States a list
of 34 prisoners captured in
South Vietnam, including two
Filipinos and tva, Germans
The U.S. statement was issued shortly after the second of
two meetings today by the fourparty Joint Military Commission's subcommission on prisoners. Spokesmen for both sides
reported no progress in resolving the dispute.
Another meeting is scheduled
for Saturday, the US. spokesman said.
Earlier, the Viet Cong delegation had announced to newsmen
David Reeves played "Oh that it would release the 34 perBeautiful," and -The United sons captured in South Vietnam
States Marines" on the trum(See POWs, Page 121
pet.
Tammy Crouse and Larry
Darnell of Mrs Judy Darnell's
fifth grade led the pledge to the
flag.
Bro. Couch, minister of the
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene, read Matthew 19:1314 with timely comments on the
"Children of Today," for the
devotion.
Melvin Henley, Murray City
Honor guests were past PTA
Councilman
since 1972, has
presidents of Kirksey. Those
intention to run
announced
his
present were Mesdames Lloyd
for re-election to the post in the
Cunningham, Virdon Tucker,
prirnary.
James Tucker, Harry Potts, May 29 Drmocratic
filed the
Henley
not
has
and Rudy Lovett. Each was
re-election
presented a gift of appreciation necessary papers for
with County Court Clerk Marvin
made by Mrs. Richard Armthat his
strong of the Mar-Lane Harris yet, but says
formal announcement will be
Ceramic Shop.
made later, when he files with
Special speaker for the
Harris.
meeting was Marvin Harris,
Henley had taken, and
Calloway County Court Clerk.
passed,
the examination adRe-registration of voters must
for the
be completed by Spetember 25 ministered by the state
position of Property Valuation
to qualify for the November
post held in
election and encouragement to Adminharator, a
Calloway County by Charles
set up re-registration precincts
Hale, currently in his third
in the area was expressed by
term.
Harris. To fill the registration
However, Henley said that
papers a social security card is
"My first responsibility is to the
needed he added. A question
citizens and taxpayers of
and answer period followed.
Mrs. Glen Gibbs read the Murray who supported ma in
minutes in the absence of Mrs. my candidacy for City Council
Bobby Locloe, secretary. Mrs. two years ago.. We have solved
many problems in the past few
Billy Bazzell's treasurer's
months, but many remain"
report was given by Mrs. Rudy
Henley continued that "I feel
Lovett.
(See Henley, Page 12)
(See KIrksey, Page 12)

Henley To
Run Again
For Council

Dr. James M. Seale, native
Kentuckian and on the staff of
the National Office of the
Christian Church in the United

States and Canada, will be the
guest preacher at UN First
Christian Church ( Disciples of
Christi this Sunday, March 4, at
the 10.45 a m. worship service.
His brother and a deacon in
the Murray church, Dr.
William B Seale, will introduce
the speaker
Rev Seale will make an in(See Dr. Seale, Page 12)

Rev. Walker Guest
Speaker, Kiwanis
Rev. Richard Walker, pastor
of the First Baptist Church,
discussed the Amazon River
with members of the Kiwanis
Club at their regular meeting
Thnrsday night at the Murrie,
Dr James M. Seale
Woman's Club House.
a
was
minister
The
missionary In Brazil for several
years. Among the interesting
points which he brought out was
that the Amazon rises 60 feet
A meeting of all registered between November 15th and
Democrats will be held June 15th. He also said the
Saturday, March 3, at ten a.m Amazon drains three million
in the Court Room of the square miles. Arlie Scott inCalloway County Court House, troduced the program.
according to Mary Jane LitEd Chrisman spoke on the
County Boy Scout Drive for financial
tleton. Calloway
Chairman of the Democratic support. He explained that
party
during the past three years the
Discus.siori will be held on the number of boys in the Scout
upcoming primary election and movement has risen from 160 to
various other issues. All 315 in Galloway County.
registered Democrtas are
President Raymond Carter
urged to attend this meeting. presided at the meeting.

Democrats To Meet
Here On Saturday

Murray Included

Final enrollment at Murray
State University for the spring
semester stands at 6,822, according to figures released by
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and registrar.
Noting that total headcount
enrollment Is up 190 from a year
ago, Gantt explained that the
figure includes 241 students
attending Murray State classes
at Eagle University at Fort
Canipbell.
A large mid-year graduating
clam of 393 and a continuing lag
in out-of-state enrollment,
however, has offset some of the
gain brought about by the
Initiation of classes at Eagle
University this year
Non-resident enrollment,
which has been diminishing
steadily for several semesters,
dropped off by 145 from last
spring—1,12S compared to 1,271
a year ago. But the number of
Kentucky students has increased from 5.2711. to - MOO
during *sat sass period.
Full-time
equivalent
enrollment this spring is 5,643, a
decrease of 98 from the 5,741 in
1972. Gantt cited growth in the
atimberof part-time students as
the primary reason for the
decline in full-time equivalent
enrollment.
He explained that more
graduate students are enrolled
on a part-time basis and that
more adults have begun to in-

James A. McClure
Named, Commission
James Antoney McClure of
Murray has been named to the
Kentucky. Commission on
Employment for the Physically
Handicapeci by, Gov. Wendell H.
Ford
McClure and Lewis S.
Roberts of Warsaw were named
to terms to expire July 1, 1976.
of
Morriss Beebe, Jr
Lexington, Ray Beyer of
Louisville, and Robert Forsythe
of Dawson Springs were
reappointed to their terms
which eipire July 1, 1976. Mrs.
James E Brooks of Jeffersontown was named to fill an
unexpired term' until July 1,
1974

•

cah independent school system.
Authorized under Section 180
of the Kentucky Constitution,
the tax can be levied by counties, cities and school districts
against men from age 18 to 65,
with the exception of disabled
veterans.
Walter Herdrnan, deputy assistant attorney general, says
the legality of a law that taxes
men only is "the 64-dollar question."
"Nobody knows," Herdman
said this week. "The problem is
whether or not that would be

Two File
For Post
Of Sheriff
Two Calloway County natives
have filed for the office of
Sheriff in the May 29
Democratic primary here,
according to county court clerk
Marvin Harris.
Earl Futrell, Route One, and
John B. Watson, 1612 Olive,
have filed for the post. Harris
said
Futrell is married to the
former Lathe Garland. also a
Calloway County native. They
have two children. Tommy, 14,
and Teddy, 13, who attend
Kirkaey Elementary School
been
Futrell, 33 has
associated with the automobile
cleanup business for the past 18
years He is the son of the late
Owen Futrell and Dorothy
Orten, who lives on Rouute Two
Mrs Futrell is the daughter of
the late Toy Garland and Eula
Mae Garland, who lives on S
13th.
Watson is married to the
former Anes Kemp; they have
three children. Mrs - Bill
Dougherty, Mrs Ronnie Hutson, and Sheila, a sophomore at
Murray High.
The Watson's attend the
Goshen Methodist Church.

Hospital Installing
Computer Bill System
The Murray-Calloway County operated company with offices
Hospital is in the process of at 310 W Main Street
converting their business office
Poston, explained that as
to a computerized system, the hospital has grown in both
according to Stuart Poston, services and facilities, it has
hospital administrator This become increasingly more
will include patient accounting, difficult to provide the business
patient billing, payroll, general office functions on a manual
ledger and accounts payable, system The hoepital presently
Poston said.
admits over 5,000 in-patients
The computer processing will and treats over 10,000 outhe provided by a new local patients annually
These
computer service company, statistics
will
increase
Peripheral Systems Research, significantly with the opening of
which is a locally owned and the new wing.
Through the use of the
computer, the hospital will be
able to process the patient bills
much quicker and once the
system becpmes completely
(See Hospital, Page 12)

Male Residents in Many State
Counties Still Have Poll Tax
By KATHY PELLEGRINO
Associated Press Writer
Male residents of a host of
Kentucky counties continue to
face an annual tax that their
female counterparts escape—
despite misgivings by county
tax officials and some doubts
about the tax's legality.
It's known as a poll tax, although it is unrelated to eligibility to vote, and the amounts
vary, with a resident of Murray
paying a total of $5.50 for example, while McCracken County residents pay $2 to the Padu-

volve themselves in continuing
education programs for both
personal and professional
improvement.
A total of 7,257 students were
enrolled for the fall semester of
1972, the fifth successive year
that student population has
topped the 7,000 mark on the
campus. The record enrollment
was 7,334 in 1968.
Gantt pointed out that the
graduate enrollment of 1,280 for
the spring is an all-time high for
any semester
He gave this breakdown on
spring enrollment by undergraduate clams. freshman.
1,825; sophomore, 1,159; junior,
1065; and senior, 1,494.

discriminatory. That's a matter
for the courts."
So far there has been scattered grumbling, but no court
test of the antique law With
the exception of some recent
queries by individuals, the only
major question arose in 1966
when the Supreme Court struck
down the poll tax as a prerequisite Jor voiing in local
elections.
Officials answered that question simply: Failure to pay
Kentucky's poll tax has no
(See Poll Tax, Page 12)

Service To Elderly
Started By Group
The Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will start
an answering service for
elderly persons beginning
March 5, a spokesman said.
The days this service will be
available will be Mondays and
Thursdays from nine a.m to 12
neon. This service includes
transportation for persons to
doctors' offices, drug stores,
errands, or other short outings
Anyone in need of this service
may call the office of the First
Baptist Church, phone 753-1854
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Doctor's Fee
Harold's wife died shortly after
undergoing an operation. When
a bill armed from the surgeon,
Harold decided not to pay. In
due course, the matter wound up
in court.
"Obviously, the operation was
a failure," Harold pointed out to
the judge. "Why should I have to
, were usepay for services that'
less"

FRIDAY—MARCH 2, 1973

By The Barrel
Like the Americans, the Italians find the size of
Because
- their national budget hard to comprehend.
little,
so
worth
is
lira,
the
currency,
: Italy's unit of
195
That's
lira.
quadrillion
19.5
to
up
adds
budget
- the
. followed by 14 zeros.
of
: Italian monetary authorities are thinking
by
with
work
to
easier
budget
: making the
lira
/ resurrecting an old unit of currency worth 1,000
only
be
would
budget
and called a "scudo" Then the
19.5 trillion "scudos."—San Diego (Calif.) Union.

BY T OM PE R KINS

Poems are welcomed from anyone. Please submit them
typewritten if possible. This column is meant to be fun both for the
reader and author. Perhaps, in the future, we may have a contest
and award a couple of Kentucky State Poetry Society memberships
UNTITLED
In the e-vening of my life
You were an image
Far beyond what I saw
Or could even think real
On the tumbling hills
Of your mirrored smile

Vb.

And I being a man
Thought It not right
To be as real as you
Even though I felt
And knew all things
Had a certain equality
That was fulfilled in sharing

However,the court ordered him
to pay up. The court said'a doctor's services are to IX measured
—Tom Perkins
by the quality of his work, not
this
and
results
the
by
merely
. .
CROCUS
doctor had performed the opera4ek
milt 7.: -.1.Poor little crocus, shivering in the wind
tion in a proper manner.
'
"The marvelous skill of the Last week so beautiful open wide and then—
demi .........--1 ,..,,,,......,
greatest surgeons in the world," Along came the North wind,cold as blue blazes
......•••
191:"";
added the judge, "is sometimes Little crocus goofed again feeling sorts crazy
g.41110_zirr
•
f
/...oviii.
I his case states the general rule
of law about medical fees. Fur- Next week up again, More blooms open wide
—
•
41
thermore, unless a specific sum Beautiful sunshine pushed its fear aside.
_/ripC
has been agreed upon in advance,
inspecial
at
aimed
is
magazines
A crop of new
the doctor generally has consider- This may happen many times but out again they'll peer
whether
able leeway -within reason--in Got to cheer up gloomy people—tell them
terest groups but we have not heard
special
1.IGWT UNDER A 1311,SNEA.
deciding how high the fee wilLbe.
TNE
whose
NIT1146
group
a
for
offing
the
in
is
anything
May he take into account the Spring is near
(S.C.)
harleston
reading.—C
Submitted by Willie H. Ward
patient's ability to pay? That is,
interest is good
162$ Farmer Avenue
may he charge a higher fee to a
Evening Post.
rich patient than to a poor one?
Most courts say yea, sometimes
SNOW TEA
on the theory that high-paying It looks like a big white cupcake
work will allow him to take on
It looks like a big white bowl
more low -paying work.
Nevertheless, the basic Stan- Of tasty home-made ice cream
deed -col duo cars remains con- Scooped out of a great big mold
A Connecticut firm has a theory that Americans
stant, whether the fee is large. we
home
at
car
family
the
small or even nonexistent. In Wont't someone pass the sugar'
can be induced to leave
one early case, a doctor was ac- Won't someone pass the tea'
workdays if they live reasonably close to their work
•
He said the Commi,also ernpisiummt advertisers must cused of neglecting a charity pa- It's time to invite the neighbors
leg
—The Kenby
FRANKFORT
propelled
pechcar,
a
developed
has
firm
The
he
ocdefense,
insisted
his
fide
In
tient.
bona
tile
prove
the
with
worked
Commission on Human has
power, and capable of making 13 to 15 miles per hour tucky today began warning newspapers in developing the cupational qualification and that he had less responsibility to And share this treat you see
Rights
be careful when he was working
than
claims,
company
the
with no more effort,
that such instances will be for nothing.
employers around the State that guidelines for advertisers.
You say it's just illusion
rare."
distance.
"quite
same
walking the
But the court disagreed, and It's just plain mockery,
almost all help wanted ads that
editors
many
with
"We
talked
enforcing
in
which
Commission
The
held him liable on grounds of
discriminate because of sex or and publishers who helped our
The vehicle has a three-way pedal system
There is no big white cupcake
against discrimination, malpractice.
So there can be no tea.
allows the rider to drive with one foot or both feet. It age—between 40 and 65—now Commission develop these the laws
The judge commented.
negotiate
to
power
the
has
-Whether the patient be a pauweighs a little over 100 pounds, is four feet high and are prohibited
guidelines and we note that
agreements, to hold
The general warning to many Kentucky newspapers conciliation
or a millionaire, whether he It's only a great big snowstorm
three feet wide—Greenville (S.C.) News.
on complaints, per
hearings
public
with
came
be treated gratuitously or for re- Covering fields and trees,
employers
already are making efforts to
desist"
and
"cease
issue
and
to
the physician owes him pre- It covered all my
ward,
publication and distribution of a follow these suggestions,"
belongings
Tders if it deternunes that a cisely the same measure of duty
set of job advertising guidelines Martin said. "We believe that
trick
on me
And
a
played
ochas
and
the
of
law
skill
same degree
and
iolation of the
being sent to employers who use this new education campaign
care."
urred.
adhelp wanted or similar
—Elizabeth Tidwell Bunchman
directed at the advertisers will
if A public i•er.i..• feature ollithe
that
said
Martin
vertising to attract job ap- speed the process."
bring
to
fail
nix
efforts
educational
American Bar Association and
1.13301.1 II TOMB
plicants.
of the Kentucky Bar Assn. Writelimination
The warning being sent to about
Galen Martin, the Comdiscriminatory ads, the full ten by Will Bernard,
mission's executive director, employment advertisers is part
powers of the Commission will C 1977
kit
The
kit.
an
of
information
getting
just
believes
American Bar Association
NPoetmark. Kentucky" is the name of the project said that he
be used to get the job done.
includes'
information into the Winds
launched this week by West Kentucky Production this
—a letter to advertisers inof the advertisers will gosling
Association to bring more tourists to the area to see way toward halting the binged forming them of the new
Flossie McClure used to The quilts, most of them from
"Stars In My Crown" at the Kehlake Amphitheatre ads which still appear in porn guidelines.
spend hours drawing designs the 19th century, reflect the
•—a orgy st _as guidelines.
.
over the State.
this summer..
for quilts to be pieced from her qualities-bold designs, bright
—a copy at the State Civil
"We've had some questions
colors, and the organized use of
Carl A. ROSS 01 Columbia. Tenn., son of the late
mother's old dresser.
want to Rights Act
who
advertisers
from
died
simple forms-of modern abCounty,
pass
to
Calloway
made
of
were
quilts
Ross
The
Lewis
Mr. and Mrs
—an explanation of the Act
know what they can arid what
away the time rather than to stract paintings.
at the age of 77.
In the letter, Martin says:
they can't do," Martin said.
Miriam Gittleman
Mrs
provide modern-day collectors
Dr. Charles Homra spoke on "Mental Health" at "But for the most pert, it is just "Both the Guidelines and
Tusks of Lexington, selected
items.
hand-made
with
valuable
the meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray a case of employment ad- Kentucky's Civil Rights Act
are not likely to produce any But that is exactly what hap- the quilts for the exhibit.
PARIS, KY.—A total of 107 improvement in a beef herd,"
un- clearly state that it is an
vertisers not fully
Woman's Club.
"I wanted quilts to be seen as
pened to the quilts Mrs. Mctheir "final
North Marshall beat Calloway County 55 to 53 and derstanding that the 1972 unlawful practice to print or bulls completed V, at Ken- he said.
Clure, of Lexington, and her art objects rather than as
amended the State publish—or cause to be printed exams" February
The UK specialist feels the mother made in the early 1900's. utilitarian items," said Mrs.
Benton beat Douglas 55 to 31 in the semi-finals of the legislature
Act to ad sex and or
Rights
Civil
published—any tucky's Central Bull Testing central test is the most accurate Two of her quilts are now part of Thska, who suggested the idea
.
Tournament
4th District Basketball
age to the existing coverage. discriminatory advertisements Station near Paris. The test measure of feedlot per- a Kentucky Arta Commission of the exhibit to the Arts
The Act already prohibited relating to employment. Em- scores are now being graded, formance, because conditions exhibit, "The Patchwork Quilt Commission. "There is a
discrimination based on race, ployment advertisements that and the bulls which performed are standardized for all as a Painting."
growing interest in quilts today,
color, religion, or national express or indicate any well enough to receive passing animals. All of the bulls receive
The quilts, "Log Cabin-Barn although I think it is a fad."
soon
be
will
marks
seeking
origin."
preference, limitation,
the same ration in the same Raising" and "Crazy Quilt,"
Quilts are blazing across
LEDGER lb TIMES /LLB
To implement that new specification, or discrimination, "gainful employment" in
building.
at walls,floors, tables, and beds as
displayed
being
are
legislation, the Commission based on race, color, religion, Kentucky beef cattle herds.
In compiling data from the Morehead State University until this resurgence of interest in the
Deaths reported are Mrs Lucy Stubblefield, age adopted a set of regulations in national origin, sex, or age
Approximately the top two- test, the performance of each Feb. 28. Future showings of the handicraft builds. As the
82, and Herman L. Mathis, age 59, both on March 1, November to serve as between 40 and 65 are thirds of each breed of bulls in bull is compared against the year-long traveling exhibit will collectors increase, so does the
and Grady Farless, age 51, who died February 25 at guidelines in enforcing the laws prohibited by law ( KRS 344.0901 the test will be sold at auction average of all other bulls of the be at Murray, Paducah, cost-in a few cases to as.high as
against discriminatory ads.
except when religion, national at the Paris Stockyards on same breed. This information is Owensboro, Ashland, Pikeville, $250 for an "ancient" quilt.
Baltimore. Md.
Basically, the Commission origin, sex, or age is a bona fide March 10, according to Russell used to compute a gain ratio Berea and Richmond.
But there are many-like Mrs.
as
executive
duties
his
Jack Frost, Sr., started
guidelines prohibit advertisers occupational qualification
weight-per-day-of-age
L. BreDahl, Extension beef and a
"I drew my own designs for Tusks and Mrs. Joe M. Davis of
secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce from placing employment ads Martin pointed out that the specialist at the University of ratio for each bull. The 365-day
the quilts," said Mrs. McClure a Lexington-who have always
today. He succeeds Paul Gholson who is now with using language and job titles
of adjusted weight of each animal former artist and musician. appreciated the beauty of the
College
Kentucky
considered discriminatory or
the Calloway Manufacturing Company.
Agriculture.
is also compiled and BreDahl "My mother would do the handicraft. Mrs. Davis owns
in terms of sex or
"non-neutral"
Training
Murray
said this fugure is the best piecing, and I would quilt My about 12 quilts.
City
and
Calvert
plays
Almo
completed
which
bulls
The
age preference or limitations.
per- mother also would name the
of
plays Brewers in the opening round of the 4th
the test include 36 Angus, 16 overall criteria
Examples of non-neutral
"Three of my quilts are with
formance.
quilt."
eight
Hereford,
Polled
District Basketball Tournament at the Carr Health terms include barmaid, bell
in he Arts the exhibit," Mrs. Davis said.
The
23
quilts
/7,
February
1973
Gereight
Santa
Charolais,
Before the sale each bull will
Building tonight.
boy, foreman, girl Friday,
"But I've kept the prettiest ones
.111
trudis, one Milking Shorthorn, be measured with a sonoscope Commission exhibit are on loan at home, I
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Cleopatra" nurse, repairman, and ADULTS,
guess selfishly, but I
the
and
Steams
Co.
Foster
from
NURSERY.
one Hereford, and 37 per- for fat cover over the twelfth
stewardess.
starring Claudette Colbert
of Cincinnati, the Waveland didn't want them to be away for
The
percentage
bulls.
centage
rib. BreDahl said that when
Much of the effort since
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
a year. I'm not a collector of
bulls include 36 Simmental selecting bulls for fat thickness, State Shrine at Lexington, and quilts-I buy
November, Martin said, has
them to use them,
Mr.
Smith (Mrs. crossbreds and one Limousin it is
several
private
Boy
Baby
individuals:
important to remember
been directed at getting the
and because I think they're
Route 1, crossbred.
John
Mr.
and
and
Smith),
Mrs.
Malta,
Ann
Elizabeth
that
the
bull is about one-fourth
State's newspapers to volunMrs. Joe M. Davis, Mr. and beautiful."
Boy Lamb (Mrs.
tarily eliminate discriminatory Murray, Baby
The feedlot performance test to one-third inch trimmer than Mrs. Jack Miller, Mrs. Robert
Tiquilt exhibit may be seen
Route 1,
Lamb),
Pauline
help wanted classifications.
began last October 10, and the steers he will sire.
at Murray State University at
Mrs.
George
Sedalia.
Gunther,
Wooley,
The bulls which have com"But you can still find them in
lasted 140 days. Although the
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Theodore Broida and Mrs. the Clara Eagle Art Gallery on
final performance figures have pleted the test are now about a Anna Baker, all of Lexington. March 8-23.
Ye that love the Lord, hate evil; he preserveth the four newspapers in the state,"
John Shannon Ellis, 1604 not yet been calculated, the year old. EtreDahl said they
Martin said. "You can still find
souls of his saints.—Psalm 97:10.
the division Male Help Wanted Ryan, Murray, Mrs. Nancy 1,t, animals gained an average of should be ready for light service
Truly we escape the hand of the wicked when we and Female Help Wanted even Skinner and Baby Boy, Box 41 2.90 pounds per day during the this spring. He said a yearling
though almost any job listed Cadiz, Mrs. Marylyn Susan first 112 days of the test. They bull which is fed properly
love God, and despise all evil.
under each of the separate Cash and Baby Boy, Route 7. also had an average weight per should be able to service ten to
headings can be done by either Zimmerman Apts., Murray, day of age of 2.64 pounds after twenty cows in a 60-day
or
men
women.
Such Billy Glenn Thompson, Box 105, 112 days.
breeding season if pen breeding
discriminatory headings are as Hazel, Sammie Frank Cook, 726
BreDahl said results from the is used. Pasture breeding is not
Miss test give a good indication of recommended for bulls of this
offensive to women as earlier Fairlane, Murray,
ad classifications were to other Stephine Lee Barnetk,,1314 Vine how the offspring of the bulls age unless a rotation system is
groups. Years ago we had ads in Murray, Miss Judith Ann will perform. He said growth used which permits a 10-15 day
by Carl Riblet Jr.
period after each twoparts of this country which said Johnson, -Lake View Drive traits are high in heritability. rest
One way to learn whether a young man is seriously 'no Irish need apply.' We don't Hamlin, Fred Jones, Route 1, "We can expect the superiority week period of use.
The bulls were tested at
contemplating marriage is to count the girls he is have that now, and in Kentucky Hardin, Mrs. Effie Mae Bean, of fast-gaining bulls to be
say
Ruth
we
don't
see
Mrs.
which
papers
Murray,
6,
Route
Seayway
Farms near Paris in
offspring,"
their
in
he
means
reflected
probably
girl
One
dating in any one month.
'White Jobs' or 'Protestant Elsie Clopton, Route I, Murray, the UK specialist noted.
cooperation with the Kentucky
is serious. Two may mean he is trying to decide and Jobs.' "
Mrs. Beulah Gladys Reaves,
He pointed out that many Cattlemen's Association and the
morr than two means that he is stalling around,
Martin said the publishers Route 1, Hazel, Benford Square Kentucky beef producers buy UK College of Agriculture.
have been very cooperative. He Alexander, Route 1, Puryear, bulls without getting any per- More information about the
reluctant to leave Paradise for Purgator". said a dozen or so papers were Tenn.;Glockous Stone, Route 5, formance information at all. "If bulls and the sale is available
"A bachelor is one who,enjoys the chase
using the discriminatory Murray, Mrs. Cordie Reeder, you do this you can expect an from local county Extension
but does not eat the game."
Route 1 Box 94, Murray .
headings last year.
average bull, and average bulls agents.
—Russian proverb
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Discriminatory Employment

AdyertIsin Is Prohibited

Ten Years Ago Today

Flossie McClure Quilt Exhibit
Travels Throughout Kentucky

Built Complete Central
Performance Examination

2.0 Years Ago Today

Hospital Report

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

Look For
Theatre Ads In
Leisure Time
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
--

huge Assortment!
Ladies' ...

BODY SUITS
Over 15 Styles to Choose
REGULAR $3.99
Lovely smart styles of lee': nylon
in a huge assortment of 'whets and
print patterns. .1.11 are machine
washable and hate snap crotch
styling. Sizes Small. Medium &
Large.

Olsen pettiest., Limit In
colon. It.,
, Pale Yell.. Amid
light
•irr.
•easil Medium & Larse

Nayo d•ohi•

rt- .114 Ilan& II sissell Wise

eirees.

•Wes 5 to I&

_
MimMillatfl Millie and print plala durable axis. and
collo. terry fabric
All corn.
ressehloe washable and
crimes In srri•rt color• sof white.
aims
br•vra.
r•Ileer
red.
p•ritte. 'oral and wart Sires
amen Medias • Lar•ir

ters.

• Short Sleeve • Multi-Stripe

POLO SHIRTS
For Toddlers 2 to 4

•• aaaa

of colors and stripe• illre• 2, 1 • 4

Huge awertment el st2les. Colors sad patterns
to cheese Welts length. &sorties .ad lens ••••••
Slreteh for r•rnf•rt. Ilare• In style.. lb.
Ncir•• 7 to 14
)10 \;••••I •r pt., wirer N. gill. 7 le It

d•.

Men's

100% Polyester
Double Knit

SLACKS
Great selection of colors and
patterns, the moat easy to
care for slacks in your wardrobe featuring flare legs and
slash pocket styling, comfortable and great looking. Sizes
29 to 40.

JUNIOR BOYS'

KNIT SHIRTS

POLO SHIRTS
• Knit Quality • Stripes • Solids

Huge selection rid coifs, and strive
Choose tr•ni stripes •r solid c•lors with non.
ad petal cellar
trailing trim In half 11
411Ina. Sleet Small. Medium Large & Extra

Large.

short niece, and
4, 5 • 4.

ere. sect

Mont.(

pali••n
54,05

fr•on
colors
•n
l‘alpleit Sires

a wide selectima •f birmillife
all Alt off with fancy lace
sit.... ••• smrI••• alit
Small Mediem • 1..ar•e

4
•

•
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Murray High Takes Opening
Round Win in District Play
relief
26-59 for a .440 pace. 'The
Four Rebels hit in double playing a fine game in the
basket by Hudspeth gave
digits
Tigers committed 14 floor
double
By MIKE BRANDON
missed
just
role,
figures with Lovett's 17 points
Murray a 36-39 edge at inerrors while South Marshall
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
as he tossed in eight.
way.
the
Reed
pacing
Mitchell,
homed the ball over 13 times.
Some advice that a young termission.
Tigers had a slim 34-29
The
Gold
while
10
and
had
all
Murray connected on 15-29 in
departrebounding
man who is planning to elope
the
in
lead
1-2-2 zone of McGregor had nine. In the last
Tonight's first semi-final
14
might heed is that while the half against the
Murray. ment. Hudspeth grabbed
with
.517 mark. meeting
fine
at 7 p.m. will match 16-9
a
for
game
Rebels
the
and
take
six
only
climbing the ladder,
while Willis had
hit McGregor had 24 points as the caroms
Murray
Marshall against 4-20
quarter,
first
North
the
In
one step a time A basketball
Landoll and Miller had five
and the 19-7
attempts. South Rebels claimed a 72-67 win at
down Benton. The Tigers
took
team can also follow that advice on 9-13 floor
McGregor
apiece.
tangle at 8:45 p.m.
in the half for a Hardin.
will
15-35
Lakers
managed
Marwhile participating as a tourHudspeth, who was 8-11 from nine rebounds for South
mark of .429.
in the rubber game of their
nament.
Gold had eight
with the floor, paced the Tigers with Shall while
along
who
Hudspeth,
series, The winners will meet at
the
That's what the Murray High
in
29-58
hit
Murray
in 19 while Jackson added 15.
fouls
three
up
picked
7:30 p.m. Saturday for the
Willis
Tigers did last night in the
game for an even .500 clip
••••••••••
caroms Landolt tossed in 12 while Lane
nine
off
championship.
pulled
half,
the
Fourth District Tournament at
while the Rebels were hitting
Hud- chipped in with 12. Miller,
the Murray State Sports Arena in the first two periods.
with 13
as they turned back South speth paced the scoring
while Jackson and Lane had
Marshall 71-62.
nine and eight respectively.
4
The victory boosted the
OA,
points for
Tigers' overall mark to 12-9 Reed tossed in eight
added
McGregor
while
South
and gave Coach Bob Toon's
quintet the chance to meet eight.
South Mardian trimmed the
the Calloway County Lakers
by
in the nightcap of semifinal Tiger lead to four points
hitting the Ike basket of the
action tonight.
Murray High was not looking third perkitr
But the Tigers never wilted
ahead to the possible matchup
the pressure and
with the Lakers. They couldn't under
to hold on to the lead.
managed
afford to because they had lost
in46. •7411
•
d
A free throw following a
as
once to South Marshall and had
5. cut
Tigers
the
on
foul
technical
to go into a pair of overtimes at
mark.
1:55
the
at
five
to
gap
the
111 Air
home to defeat the Rebels when
for the block
the two met for the first time Hudspeth went in
on a drive by Lovett but the
this season.
Jack of the Tigers hit
An air tight 2-3 zone em- jumping
with his hand
ployed by the Tigers in the the backboard
which resulted in a technical
• ,.
first quarter stopped South
foul The rule is used only in
Marshall in the period.
S.
I.
a
tournament play.
South gabbed an early 4-2
back to
came
Hudspeth
lead in the first minute of the
tram under ano& did
game before the Tiger defense scare
sophomore Pail Miller kat to
tightened.
lift Murray
Ray Lane's 15 foot jumper a'and dak
into the
a
to
rim
had
01141
followed by a three point play
--awl period:lifted
Hudspeth
Danny
junior
end,
its
nearing
by
is
game
the
as
here
points
more
two
TWO MORE LATE POINTS-Phil Miller gets
The Tigers played all of the
Murray to a 7-4 edge at the 501
the Tigers holding a comfortable lead. The Tigers were able to bold off the determined Rebels 7142.
period with the exception
third
mark of the frame.
and earn a chance to meet cross-town rival Calloway County in semifinal action tonight.
first minute without
Murray then rattled off eight of the
Staff Photos by David Hill
forward Dean Willis. Willis
consecutive points as two
picked up his fourth foul and
baskets by Lane, two pointers
•
was replaced by Joe Resig.
by Hudspeth and Jackson
in
late
game
the
in
came
Miller
moved the Tigers to a 15-4
the third period in the place of
bulge.
Resig.
South Marshall, after being
Willis committed his fifth
5:34,
for
scoreless
held
at the 6:24 murk of the
personal
By HERSCHF.L N1SSENSON Harmon Killebrew; outfield, Sparky Lyle designated hater.
finally broke the Ice at the
Gold calmly meshed
and
game
Associated Press Sports Writer Pete Rose, Bobby Murcer, Joe Rico Carty.
mark
6-2
1:24
wiles
Like to have those players?
Try this baseball team on for Rudi; catcher, Dave ,Duncan:
I pair of free throws to trim the
workhorse
Larry
McGregor
right-hand pitcher, Jim Palm- So would the general managers
size: •
52-46.
scored from under the gap to six at
to five
First base, Boog Powell; sec- er ; left-hand pitcher, Vida who haven't signed them yet
dwindled
lead
The
WOULD YOU HOLD THAT POSE'-These pLeyers seem to be posing for someone, as their atbucket.
As spring training swung into
cnd base, Rod Carew; short- Blue; right-hand reliever, Rollafter Reed followed a Landolt tention is directed to the corner of the floor Glenn Jackson 110 tries to keep from fouling Larry
outstanding
the
was
effort
It
stop, Gene Michael; third base, ie Fingers; left-hand reliever, as second official day, a total of
scoring a two McGregor as be gets his head a hes e the crowd
Hudspeth that accounted for charity toss by
of 90 major leaguers remained
.
.
pointer.
the Tigers 19-8 cushion at the
unsigned, although some like
Jackson brought the edge
e• •.(••••
*****
period. The 6-1 center
the
of
end
Rusty Staub of the New York
back to six points at the 4:38
scored
points,
nine
blocked
Mets and Torn Bradley of the
a
three shots and pulled off five mark, 54-48, by canning
San Francisco Giants report'
in the opening eight charity toss.
rebounds
edly had agreed to terms and
Just 19 seconds later Hudwere heading for camp. Of the minutes
picked up his fifth foul on
speth
McGregor and Jackson
nonsigners, 59 are in the Amera battle for a loose ball
junior
traded
before
points
ican League, led-if that's the
Murray rallied and hit the
guard Mike Reed cut the Tiger
proper word-by the Minnesota
six points as Landolt
pert
margin to nine at 21-12 by
Twins with 10, the Kansas City
and Lane meshed a pair of
a five tooter on a fast
canning
•
Royals with nine, the Chicago
free throws and Refill/
1•4
break
'
"
.
White Sox with eight and the
inswished a 10 tooter to
A pair of charity tosses by
world
New York Yankees and
Tiger bulge to ISthe
crease
George Landolt followed by
champion Oakland A's with
48.
another Hudspeth bucket
••
'even apiece.
South Marshall rallied to
moved Murray to a 25-12
Why so many'
within eight in the final minutes
bulge with 5:42 remaining in
"First of all," said Lee Macbut Miller took over on the
the
first
half.
Phail, general manager of the
withstood
Midway through the period, boards and the Tigers
Yankees, "the player negotiachallenge.
the
the Tigers were holding a
Democratic Primary
tions delayed signing players a
"We had a came of the jitters,"
comfortable 29-18 cushion.
little bit and, second, the playcoach Bob Toon said after
Tiger
But
four points by 6-3 senior
May 29, 1973
ers all have agents now
"We just didn't play
game.
the
However, some decided to Dan Gold followed by two points smooth and we didn't play
from
Terry
Lovett
and
stop playing hard to get and
the kind of ball
t •
••••••
narrowed the lead to anywhere near
start playing baseball. The Bal- McGregor
of playing."
capable
are
we
that
29-26 with 1:42 showing on the
7041.•
timore Orioles signed third
-As far as the game with
first half clock.
base ace Brooks Robinson for a
the
have
they
County,
Calloway
The three point lead held
reported $105,000, down $5,000
edge on height and rest. We will
until
the final half minute
By Way of introduction, I am 56 years old
from 1972. AM Minnesota outhave an edge of playing on the
when a charity toss by
fielder Tony Oliva, who underand a life-long resident of this County. I am
floor while they haven't," added
Jackson
a
aid
rebound
went knee surgery after a virloon,
proud of my county and my country and wish
useless season, had his
tually
to serve to the best of my ability. I am the son
4110
paycheck cut, too-from $105,of Manley and Virgie Maynard and am hap000 to an estimated $96,000.
pily married to Gussie Maynard of 316 South
Other signees included Bos15th Street. We have three children, Betty
ton's Marty Pattin, Detroit's
Fred Scherrnan, Montreal's
Outland of Carbondale, Danny of South 7th
Mike Torrez and Kansas City's
Street, and Jerry at home.
Paul Solittorff.

04.
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90 Major Leaguers Unsigned

Rupert

Maynard
For

Jailer

I NEED YOU!!

I am a member of Memorial Baptist
Church, and was a Civitan for years.

My opponents are all honorable -men, and
the incumbent has served eight years in this
post, which should be enough for anyone.
I pledge to you now, that I will deVate all of
my time to this office, and will not be the
dogcatcher, in addition to the job I am paid
for. I will be available at all times to the court
and officials, and to the public.
I further pledge t6 treat all prisoners in my
care with dignity and fairness while upholding
the laws of the State and county.
I ask for this position fully confident that I
can do the job well. I ask you to give me a
chance to prove it.

Rupert Maynard
Paid for by Rupert Maynard

Sports
In Brief
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East Ten
Runners
JOHNSON CITY, Te
international class runt
That is the tag which h
earned by Neil C'usack
Tennessee State who ha
be one of the biggest
stories in trbdoor track
this season.
Cusack came withu
seconds last Saturday,
the world's fastest tiin
indoor three-mile run.

That is how far he wa,
Tracy Smith who est
the world record in the 1
AAU Indoor Meet in No
City's Madison Square
Smith set the mark
time of 13:07 while Cu.s
second with a 13:10 as
simply devastated tt

Final mi
Meet Is

Murray State's trac
will close out its regula
season with a five-team
Middle Tennessee Saha
five teams are membe
Ohio Valley Conference
meet should give SI
dication as to wher
strength in the OVC wi
spring.
Teams participatii
Include Murray, Mid(
nessee, Tennessee Te(
Tennessee, and Moreho
The Murray mile-re]
hurdler Pat Verry, a
miler Sam Torres
ticipate En an open
Eastern Michigan th
Friday in an effort to
for the NCAA Indoo
March 9-10 in Detroit.
The relay team ol
Flax, Verry, Cuthbert
and Fred Sowerby ha.
time this season of
need.s at least a 3:17.5 t
for the national meet
who has a best time of
70-yard highs, needs
Torres needs to run one
best times in the nal
season to qualify. Jai

Milwauk(
New Yori

Al(
MILWAUKEE
Lucas' long range bat
fired Thursday night
the Milwaukee Buck
full of holes the th
they choke at the sig
York Knicks' uniforrr
With Lucas shootu
ally cold from out
Bucks' Kareem Aix
was able to concentr
tense. He respondec
points as Milwaukee
21-paint lead and h
New York rally for
National Basketball A
victory.
It was only the Bu(
victory in 31 games
York over their five
tory, but it squared '
series at 2-2 and, mo
tent, increased theii
Division lead over Cl
games. The Knicks!
games behind first i
ton in the Atlantic Di
Lucas, the Knick

Hen
17 rea
shoul
for' inc

Reason 4.
an audit-. H
no additiona
representati,
(Tuestions at
prepared.
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FOOTBALL
NEW YORK - Charles
"Rip" Engle, the former head
football coach at Brown and
Penn State who never suffered
a single losing season in his 16
, years with Penn, was named to
the National Football Hall of
Fame.
BUCKHANNON, W. Va. Kent t. Carpenter, assistant
football coach at West Virginia
Wesleyan College since 1969,
has been named head football
coach at Wesleyan.
DALItAS - Four-time All
Pro tight end Mike Ditka announced his retirement as a
player and will become a receiver coach for the Dallas
NOT THIS TYNE--Saudi MarlhalTs Bob Gold 145) has this shot
Cowboys, the team he has
played with for the last four blocked by Phil Miller as Joe Resig i84)--a0d-Ray Lane (441 wait Lip
for the rebound that is not to come. •
season's
•
•011.*".
Ft •
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Few things in life work as well as a Volkswagen.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
$OO Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone

753-1150

NAT
Open 9

m 6
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Weekdays to 50(5 Saturday 7:30-1:00
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East Tennessee Has One Of Top
Runners In Nation With Cusack
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn.-An
international class runner.
That is the tag which has been
earned by Neil Cusack of East
Tennessee State who has got to
be one of the biggest success
stories in indoor track circles
this season.
Cusack came within three
seconds last Saturday night of
the world's fastest time in the
indoor three-mile run.
That is how far he was behind
Tracy Smith who established
the world record in the National
AAU Indoor Meet in New York
City's Madison Square Garden.
Smith set the mark with ‘a
time of 13:07 while Cusack was
second with a 13:10 as the pair
simply devastated the field

before a packed house of 15,000
fans.
The Buccaneer runner, NCAA
(TOSS country champion, now
goes into the record books as
having run the 12 fastest threemile race in the history of track.
Cusack, a native of Limerick,
Ireland, has done a remarkable
job on the boards this season.
He has been no worse than fifth
In any event tie has entered and
with one exception has been the
first collegiate runner to finish.
He had never run on an indoor
track until he came to East
Tennessee State and there are
presently no indoor facilities in
which he can practice.
"Neil is definitely in the iiiternational class now," said
Buccaneer track Coach Dave

Final Indoor Track
Meet Is At Middle
Murray State's track team
will close out its regular indoor
season with a five-team meet at
Middle Tennessee Saturday. All
five teams are members of the
Ohio Valley Conference and the
meet should give some indication as to where track
strength in the OVC will lie this
spring.
Teams participating will
include Murray, Middle Tennessee, Tennessee Tech. East
Tennessee, and Morehead.
The Murray mile-relay team
hurdler Pat Verry, and twomiler Sam Torres will participate tn an open meet at
Eastern Michigan University
Friday in an effort to qualify
for the NCAA Indoor Meet,
March 9-10 fri Detroit. The relay team of Lester
Flax, Verry, Cuthbert Jacobs
and Fred Sowerby has a best
time this season of 3:18 but
needs at least a 3:17.5 to qualify
for the national meet. Verry,
who has a best time of 8.8 in the
70-yard highs, needs an 8 6.
Torres needs to run one of the 12
best times in the nation this
season to qualify. Jacobs has

already qualified for the
nationals in the 440 and Sowerby
in the 600. Sowerby was runnerup in the 600 last year.
Entries for the Racers at
Middle
Tennessee will be
Granville Buckley, John
Hiestand, and Mark Hiestand in
the high jump; Craig Segerlin in
the pole vault; Don Bibbie,
Steve Ford and Chuck Jerz in
the shot put; Buckley, Lester
Flax, Mark Haahr, and Tom
Williams in the long Jump and
triple jump; Royston Bloomfield and Larry Brock in the 50yard dash; Bloomfield, Brock,
and Jacobs in the 300-yard
dash; Mike Campbell, Gregory
Cooper, and Jacobs in the 440:
Ashman Samuels and Sowerby
in the 600; Pat Francis in the
halfmile; Rod Harvey and
Randall Norris in the 1000;
Harvey, Norris and Torres in
the two-mile and Gary Craft
and Verry in the 60-yard high
and 330-intermediate hurdles.
Murray will enter two milerelay teams,one of Flax, Verry.
Jacobs and Sowerby and the
other of Cooper, Francis,
Campbell, and Samuels.

Milwaukee Bucks Outlast
New York Knicks' Rally
MILWAUKEE (AP -Jerry
Lucas' long range bombs backfired Thursday night, helping
the Milwaukee Bucks to shoot
full of holes the theory that
they choke at the sight of New
York Knicks' uniforms.
With Lucas shooting unusually cold from outside, the
Bucks' Kareern Abdul-Jabbat
was able to concentrate on offense. He responded with 36
points as Milwaukee opened a
21-point lead and held off a
New York rally for a 114-100
National Basketball Association
victory.
It was only the Bucks' eighth
victory in 31 games with New
York over their five year history, but it squared the season
series at 2-2 and, more important, increased their Midwest
Division lead over Chicago to 3
games. The Knicks slipped VA.
games behind first place Boston in the Atlantic Division.
Lucas, the Knicks' center,

usually has been able to connect from the top of the key, or
even further out, against Milwaukee and draw the 7-foot-2
Abdul4abbar away from the
basket. But this time he sank
only tour at 13 shots, and only
one of his field goals came from
as far away as 15 feet.
Abdul-Jabbar, who sank 16 of
27 shots and grabbed 14
rebounds to help Milwaukee
control the boards by a 53-45
margin, admitted Lucas' ineffectiveness was a big help.
"When tie's really hitting,
he's pretty tough for me," Abdul-Jabbar said. "This was a
big win. If we re going to get
moving, it's got to be soon."
In the only two American
Basketball Association games,
crippled Utah turned back Dallas 119-112 and Fatty Taylor's
baseline jumper at the buzzer
gave Virginia a 125-124 triumph
over San Diego.

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you.
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 4. If the IRS shoukl call you in for
& R Block will go with 'you, at
no additional cost. Not as a legal
representative- ,,but we can answer all
questions about how your tax return was
PrePan'dan audit'. H

DOWRIESLQCIt
THE INCOME TAX P OPLE

NATIONAL HOTEL BEDG.
Open 9 a

4

„Ai p.m weekdays, 9 a.m.-5 p m. Sat. Phone 7534204
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
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Title Could Be At Stake

Taylor To Play Last Game At
Home As Austin Peay Awaits

Walker. "That time puts him
there."
"His ,future is unlimited,"
Walker continued.
"If he continues to improve in
the same way that he has in the
past three years then he will
soi;neday be one of the finest
runners in the world," Walker
went on.
"You have to have the desire
Valley Conference crown
By Mike Brasilia
Sophomore strong man Mike
and the drive to make it in
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
overshadows the element of Coleman is scoring at a 17.1 clip
running and right now Neil has
Les Taylor will walk on to the revenge.
and IS the leading rebounder
it
floor of the Murray State Sports
Austin Peay comes into the with a 12.0 average on the
Cusack is
undoubtedly Arena Satlirday afternoon for
looking toward 1976 and the the final time of his brilliant game with a 20-5 overall mark
Olympic Games in Montreal. career. And the fact that Taylor and a worksheet of 10-3 in the
He was a member of the Irish needs only 28 more points to conference while the Racers are
Olympic team this past summer move into the fourth position on 19-7 and 9-4. An Austin Peay win
but did not reach the finals in the all time scoring list at would clinch the title for the
his event-the 10,000 meter Murray State will mean ab- Governors while a win by the
Racers would result in a playoff
event.
solutely nothing to the 6-3 senior game
early next week with the
He doesn't want to miss in from Carbondale, Illinois.
Governors at Western Ken1976.
It was just four 4eeks ago
It's a good bet he won't if past Saturday when Taylor and his tucky.
Taylor is averaging 22.8
experiences are any indication.
Murray teammates were
The Murray State-Austin
When he first came to East handed their worst cief.nit of the points per game for Murray and
Peay basketball game at
is the third leading scorer in the
Tennessee State as a cross
drubbing at conference. Taylor's 1463 points
Murray Saturday is a
country runner three years ago, year, a 105-76
Austin Peay. For Taylor, who puts tarn fifth on the all time
sellout, according to ticket
he was determined to win the
guarding
had the assignment of
manager James Rogers.
scoring list, only 27 points
NCAA championship.
Governor freshman scoring behind former great Claude
The game, however, will
This past October in Houston,
sensation Fly Williams, it was Virden.
be the Ohio Valley Conhe realized that goal.
one of his most disappointing
ference "Televiaion Game
Now he can look toward an
Marcelous Starks, 6-8 junior
nights of his career.
of the Week" and may be
NCAA charnpiondhip in outdoor
center for the Racers who is
But there will be more than nursing a twisted
seen over Paducah and
track and a possible Olympic
knee, is
Nashville television
Gold Medal as part of his future. Just revenge awaiting the averaging 15.7 points per game
channels. Murray Radio
Cusack will not compete in Racers in their regionally and 11.4 rebounds. His field goal
Station WNBS will also
the NCAA
Indoor Meet in televised game which begins at percentage of .613 ranks him as
broadcast the game.
Detroit because he will be in the 12:10 p.m. A possibility of the sixth best shooter in the
grabbing a share of the Ohio nation.
Game time is 12 noon.
middle of exams.

Racer Game
With APSU
Is Sold Out,

1

Nine Teams Get At-Large Bids
To 'UCLA Invitational' TourneyBy GORDON D.S. PETERSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
"Sure we'd love to play
UCLA," Jacksonville Coach
Tom Wasdin, echoing the sentiments of all nine coaches
whose teams got at-large bins
for the National Collegiate Athletic Association basketball
playoffs. "It would mean we'd
be in the NCAA final."
Major college basketball's
playoffs began to take shape
Thursday as Jacksonville and
eight other schools were tapped
by the NCAA.
Eight of the teams are in The
Associated Press Top Twenty
and only Southwestern Louisiana is a member of a conference-the Southland, which
doesn't automatically get a bid
tO the playoffs, known as the
UCLA Invitational in some circles.
The UCLA Bruins have won
the tournament six straight
times, and seven out of the last
eight years, and are heavily favored again this year UCLA,
however, hasn't wrapped up the
Pacific-8 championship but

that's considered a mere formality.
The other ranked
trig No. 18 Jacksonvill
:=
te
11 Southwestern Louna"are
No. 5 Marquette, No. 1 ammton, No. 6 Providence, No. 17
St. John's of New York, No. 19
South Carolina and No. 14 Syracuse
Unranked Oklahoma City
rounded out the at-large teams.
Syracuse, St John's and
Providence were assigned to
the Eastern Regionals opening
round. Marquette and Jacksonville went to the Mideast with
South Carolina selected for the
Midwest with Southwestern
touistana and Houston. Oklahoma City will play in the
West.
Coach Al McGuire of Marquette said it didn't matter to
him which team the Warriors
faced. -Once the tournament
comes, the only thing to worry
about is injuries You just shoot
the works."
Marquette has never gotten
out of the Mideast Regionals
Officials at Southwestern

Louisiana said the invitation
;vas especially meaningful in
view of pressures caused by 125
alleged charges of NCAA recruituig violations. USL is currently embroiled in a court
fight over answering charges
that it offered to pay players
and committed other recruiting
violations.
For veteran Coach Frank
McGuire of South Carolina, it
was like getting a bowl indation in college football."
The National Invitation Tournament, held at Madison
Square Garden in New York,
tabbed Notre Dame, Virginia
Tech and American University
on Thursday. The remainder of
the 16-team field will be announced nest week.

Bowling
Standings
BANTAM LEAGUE
Bowling League
Team
Corvette Conq
5.4
30
Tigers
Ji
53
The Kats
52
32
Royals
42
42
Tornadoes
36
48
Hot Shots
49'4
34'
Bullets
33'
SO'
Super Stars
it
53
High tad Game (SC)
bon Hargrove
178
Gary Eaker
148
Bryan Scott
138
Nigh Ind. Game (NC)
Don Hargrove
208
Gary Eaker
199
David Billington
198
High Ind. Series (SC)
Don Hargrove
422
Eric Story
363
Bryan Scott
361
High Ind. Series (NC)
Don Hargrove
512
David Bilfington
494
Gary Baker
492
High Averages
Eric Story
113
Don Hargrove
110
Bryan Scott'•
109
Sherri Reguarth
98
Susan Rogers
96
Mark Winchelter
94
Jeff Reed
94
Glen Van Hera
91

Murray State Alumni Office.
All former coaches and
players at Murray will be
honored at the anniversary. A
reception at 6 p:m will precede
the dinner. Several sporting
goods companies have agreed
to send displays and exhibits to
the Murray affair
Coach Johnny Reagan's
baseball team, expected to be
one of his best ever at Murray,
will also kickoff a 46-game
schedule that day against
Rutgers University.
Murray has had five baseball
coaches since it began the sport
in 1924. Irby Koffman coached
the first two teams. Carlisle
C'utchin became coach the next
season and retained the post
until his death in 1953. Rex
Alexander coached in 1954 and
Waldo Sauter from 1955-57.
Reagan became coach in 1958.

we have worked too hard and
come too far to let this thing get
away from us now. We are
dedicating our whole effort to
winning at Murray Saturday,"
Kelly added.
Austin Peay is led by the
flamboyant Fly Williams, who
is the third leading scorer in the
country with a 30.5 average
The 6-5 freshman has twice
scored 51 points in games this
season.
Joining Williams at the guard
position will be another great
freshman, 6-3 Danny Odums
from Brooklyn, New York.
°duals is averaging 10.4 points
per game and has broken the
Governor record for assists this
season with a total of 145.
The starting forwards will be
6-7 Howard Jackson and 6-4
Eddie Childress. Jackson is
scoring at a 10.5 clip while
Childress is averaging 12.5.
Occupying the center position
for Austin Peay will be 6-4
sophomore Percy Howard.
Howard is averaging 12.1 points
per game and 7.5 rebounds.
Austin Nay is the fourth best
offensive team in the country
with a 95.0 scoring average.
They are sixth in scoring
margin with a difference of 13.7.
The Governors' rebounding
margin ranks eigbliv..41___Og.
country.

"We can't even think about
boards. Joining Coleman at the
forward position will be 6-7ks the games played in the past at
Murray," Kelly said. "They
freshman Jesse Williams.
Williams has been one of the have a great tradition on their
most consistent players for the home court and this will only
Racers MCe the
e,a..e compound our situation.
race started in early January. However, as I told our squad,
Williams is averaging 7.3 points
per game and 5.3 rebounds. He
TEAM COMPARISON
is one of the toughest defensive
MSU
players on the Racer squad.
Sharing the other guard spot
with Taylor will be 5-9 junior
Steve Barrett. Barrett is
scoring at a 6.4 clip for the
season and is one of the top free
throw shooters in the country
with an .893 mark.
Another sophomore, T. C.
Jamison filled in at center for
Starks in the win over Middle
Tennessee last Saturday.
Jamison, a rugged rebounder,
was a starter during the first
part of the Racer season.
The quickest guard An the
conference is 8-0 Darnell Adell.
The speedy sophomore is hitting

24
836
1629
513
302
452
.688
1126
438
15
1974
81.0
76.0
19-7

9-4

Total Games
Field Goals Made
Field Goals Att.
FG Percentage
Free Throws Made
Free Throws Att.
FT Percentage
Rebounds
Personal Fouls
Disqualifications
Total Points
Total Point Avg
Opp. Point Avg.
Overall Record
Conference Record

APSU
25
971
2065
470
433
606
715
1378
554
22
2375
95.0
81.3
20-5
10-3

Savings and Loan Associations
Help You Buy It!

Baseball Dinner To Be
Held At MSU on March 17
A dinner which will honor
former Murray State baseball
coaches and players during the
-Golden Anniversary Baseball
Reunion" March 17 will be open
to the public, according to Dr.
Lynn BridwelL chairman of the
anniversary planning committee.
Tickets for the dinner, which
will be in the Murray State
Student Union at 7 p.m. are
$3.50 each and reservations
may be made by contacting the

for 7.8 points per game and has
broken open several close
games with his deviating speed
on the fast break.
One member of the Racers
may not be available. Mark
House, a 6-6 junior, is suffering
with a bout of the flu.
"Despite their losses in the
last two games, Austin Peay is
still the beat team in the
league," Murray State coach
Cal Luther said. "They have the
best personnel, the best defense
and their offensive potential is
awesome," Luther added.
Austin Peay could have
wrapped the race up Monday
night as the Racers were upset
at Western but the Governors
fell to an upstart Middle Tennessee quintet.
"We have spent this week
working like dogs to ready for
the game against Murray,"
Austin Peay coach Lake Kelly
said.
The Governors have lost 14
consecutive games at Murray
and the Racers have not been
defeated at home this season.

It's A Big Purchase...
One Of The Largest In
Your Life!
It takes financing, and Savings and Loans
finance over half the homes in the country.
More than all other financial institutions
combined!
Savings and Loan Associations
Are The Home Mortgage Experts.
People who are about to make an investment as large
as a home need expert help...the Realtor, to find
it... their Savings and Loan Association to buy it!
.

MAL HOUSING
LENDER

* VOTE FOR *

T. G. (Ted)
Alexander
for

Sheriff
of
Calloway County
"Your Caodidate for
Law and Order"

Federal Savings and Wan
Murray Branch

Main Street at 7ih

Phone 753-7921

-
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Stella Activators
Hold Regular Meet
The Stella 4-H Activators Club
held its third meeting of the
year at the home of their leader,
Mrs. Shirley Curd.
Plans for the talent show and
were
act
the specialty
discussed.
The members voted to collect
fifty cents per person at each
!fleeting for a skating party.
Refreshments of cold drinks
and cookies were served and the
group then worked on their
craft lesson, mod podge.

CHilDREN'S
MATiNEES

•
Sat & Sun.
1:00 til 3:00
— All Seats 75' —
sisw-re off tosee

theWizarci
tx-vevy.onderfiv.
GAVIZ

„:4s

111011111 Of PURRS

refAtillil MOM
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South Murray Club
Has February Meet
At Carter Home
Mrs. Raymond Carter opened
her home for the February
meeting of the South Murray
Homemakers Club with the
president, Mrs. M.C. Henry,
presiding and Mrs. Claude
Miller giving the devotion from
Acts 9:38.
The secretary, Mrs. Tom
Covington, read the minutes
and called the roll with each
member giving a quote from
or
Washington
George
Abraham Lincoln.
Mrs. Carter taught the
knitting lesson giving many
good points and teaching many
of the members who were
knitting for the first time.
The lesion on "Decorative
Trim" was given by Mrs. Guy
Cunningham who gave many
good Ideas on how to trim a
garment. She also told how to
make new bound buttonholes by
a new and easier way.

Sunday
School
Lesson

Saturday, March 3
Legion
American
The
Auxiliary will have a rununage
sale at the Legion Hall, South
kb and Maple Streets, from
seven a.m, to one p.m. Persons
having items for the sale should
bring them on Friday night.

By Dr. H. C. Chiles
THIS IS GOD'S WORLD
This lesson reminds us of the fact that the world in which we
live had its origin in the creative will and infinite power of God.
God's Creation Of The World
—Genesis 1:1, 26, 11
In the sublime statement, "In the beginning God created the
heaven and the earth," the God of power is revealed as having
been in existence before the beginning. The Creator preceded His
creation. The word "create" means "to bring into existence that
which had no previous existence" or "to make something out of
nothing." To "create" is o'to bring into being without the use ot..
preexisting material," but "to make" is "to form something out
of materials already existing." "Create" is the strongest word in
the Hebrew language to express the idea of the origination of
substance Although the curious may wonder, the philosophers
may speculate, and the scientists may investigate, this plain
.statement from the Bible serves as an intelligent and satisfactory
explanation of the origin of things.

Sunday, March 4
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben E.
Rowland, will be honored with
an open house in celebration of
their golden wedding anniversary at the home of a son,
Clyde Rowland, U.S. Highway
641 North,from two to five p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Cain will
celebrate their 45th wedding
anniversary with an open house
at the home of their youngest
son at 402 South 6th Street,
Murray, from two to five p.m.
Monday, March $
Morning Prayer Breakfast
for Lay persons and ministers
for Key '73 will be held at the

In verse 26 for the first time we are told about the three persons
For the lesson on "Mexican
of the Trinity counselling together. The Trinity consulted, agreed,
Carter
Mrs.
Cookery,"
and decided to make man. The creation of man was the result of
prepared and served a delicious
God's sovereign decision ( verse 28i and by God's direct and
Mexican luncheon to the thir- immediate act verse 271 . God made man in His
own image, so
teen members and two guests, there is an unspeakable dignity attached to him. This
image was
Mrs. Barletta Wrather and Mrs. not
material or physical, but rather a likeness of personality. Just
Grace Carter
as God knows, feels and wills, so man made in His image, knows,
Mrs. Paul Maggard gave the feels and wills. God gave man dominion over the other
orders of
landscape notes on "How To creation He wanted man to have dominion over "every
living
Plant Trees."
thing" upon the earth
A most interesting book
review on "Mountain Path" by aervice
Accorchng
whichto.mui
verse
he acceptibis
31 God ..-reatl
f imm
a good world When He
Harriet Simpson Arno was, surveyed what He had made iie saw that all had been well done.
presented by Mrs Kenneth God was well pleased with lat He had made. When we consider
Owen.
His approval upon Rs we It in creation, we are made to ask
Mrs. Elmer Sholar gave a ourselves,"Is He phased w .th the work which He has been able to
report on "Home Furnishings." do in and through ear lives" Since C,od hes
maiaid sulained
Mrs. Henry gave the calendar us, and supplies id of our needs, we cataily siebt
ressier
of special interest Isom for
February and Iteeek-The March 14th meeting at
God's Oweersaip Of The Wield
12:30 p.m. will be held at the
—Psalm 24:1-2
home of Mrs. Claude Miller.
Inasmuch as God created the world, and therefore owns it, He
certainly has the right to control it and to accomplish His
righteous purposes in and through it. In these two verses God is
simply claiming what is His by right of creation. While men in
their ignorance deny His claim to ownership of that which He has
made, it is nevertheless true that "The earth is the Lord's, and
the fulness thereof" Out of the inexhaustible resources of His
power the eternal God first made things—the earth, light,
physical life, and the laws that govern. Then God made man to be
The Good Timers 4-H Club ot
the lord of things, and gave him the essentials for his support and
Kirkaey met at the home of Mrs. happiness.
James Tucker on Tuesday,
February 20, at three-forty-five
God has never transferred what He created to the ownership of
o'clock in the afternoon.
another. He has never given anyone a deed to any of His property.
Debra. Tucker, president, The world and all that is in it belong to God. Ile said, "Whatsoever
presided. The pledge to the flag is under the whole heaven is mine" 1.1ob 41:11). God's claim to
and the.4-H pledge were led by the ownership of man is based on creation, preservation,
Randy Neale and Timmy providential care, and redemption Since God owns us and all that
Falwell. All twelve members we possess, we ought, therefore, to act like stewards instead of
answered the roll by giving an owners. We and all that we have rightly belong to God_ Since God
animal sound
owns us, our wills should be subject to His perfect will, and our
lives should be at His disposal. Since God made, owls', and
=stains us, it is a mark of dishonesty to deny His ownership of us
and all that we possess.

Holiday Inn at 8:30 a.m. with
Rev. Jerrell White as leader.
Special interest lesson "Easy
Housekeeping" for
homemakers will be held at the
County Extension Office at 9:30
a.m.

Chapter of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet with Mrs.
Charles Hinds at 7:30 p.m.

Episcopal Church will have a
Folk Mass at 5:15 p.m. followed
by a pancake supper at 6:15
p.m.

Tuesday, March I
Special interest lesson on
"Local Government" for
homemakers will be held at the
Mayfield Extension Office at
ten a.m.

Group I of the CWF of First
Christian Church will meet at
the home of Mrs. Henry Fulton,
Dogwood Drive, at ten a.m.
with Mrs. M.C. Ellis in charge
of the program.

Group 11 of the CWF of First
Special interest lesson on
"How To Develop Own Design Christian Church will meet at
homemakers the church library at two p.m.
Baptist Women of First and Color" for
Calloway with Mrs. Frank Wainscott and
the
at
held
be
will
Baptist Church will meet at 9:30
Gladys Furies as
a.m. Mrs.
9:30
at
Office
Extension
a.m. at the church for the week
hostesses.
Mrs.
by
led
program
of prayer
Baptist Wol*n of First
E.C. Jones.
Murray Assembly No. 19
meet at the
Baptist Church
church at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Monday, March 5
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
L.L. Dunn as program leader
The general meeting of the
seven p.m.
United Methodist Women of the
The United Methodist Women
South Pleasant Grove Church
The Murray TOPS Club will
of the First Church will meet at
will be held at the church at six
meet at the Health Center at
ten a.m. at the church with Dr
p m.
Gary Fritz, missionary, as 6:30 p.m.
speaker.
The Delta Department of the
The executive board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
Murray Woman's Club will
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of meet at the club house at 7:30
meet at 11:30 a.m.
the First Presbyterian Church p.m. with Mesdames Wilbert
will meet at the home of Mrs Outland, Graves Hendon,
The United Methodist Women
Brooks at 1:30 p.m.
Herbert
Edgar Howe, Jack Kennedy,
are
Coldwater
Church
of
Charles Mercer, and George E.
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Youth Group of St. John's Overbey as hostesses.
at the church.
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86 Years of Service
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
IOW

We Want Your
Home Loan

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-7921

Pagliai's Pizza

510 Main Street Open Under New Management Phone 753-2975

15% OFF ON ALL LARGE GROUP ORDERS

Free Delivery Every Evening
* Pizza
* Spaghetti
* Poor Boy Sandwiches

JAMES BOY
William Leslie is the name
chosen by LI and Mrs. George
M. James of Fort Wolters,
Texas, for their baby boy,
weighing eight pounds Ps
ounces, born on Monday,
February 26, at 1:20 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is serving in
the United States Army.
Grandparents are Mrs.
William M. James of Birmingham, Ala., and Mr. and
Mrs. James Euel Erwin of
Hazel Route One.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. John Latimer of
Hazel Route One, Mr and Mrs.
Enunett Erwin of Murray
Rollie Four and Mrs. Curtis
Brandon of Hazel Route One.
A great great grandmother is
Mrs. Pearl Moore of Hazel,
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God's Control Of The World
—Psalm 104:24-30
In this psalm the writer praises God for the gracious provision
which He has made for all HL4 creatures The beasts of the fields,
the fowls of the air, and the fish of the sea are all ur.der the care of
their (7reator He provides water for their daily needs. He causes
the soil to respond to man's tillage with abundant crops for the
needs of men and of the animals. The psalmist cheerfully ascribes
credit to God for His provision for the needs of His creatures.
Even though some people like to assert their independence of God
and their own self-sufficiency, all are dependent on God.
It is both our privilege and duty to thank and parise God for the
physical blessings He has given us. This is true of the material
blessings which we enjoy. He expresses His goodness to us in
providing for us such blessings as wholesome food, adequate
clothing, comfortable homes, congenial companions and faithful
friends
Plants, animals, and human beings are dependent on God for
the gift of life and for that which sustains life. He provides for the
needs of the animals by the streams, the conies among the cliffs,
and the sea monsters tumbling among the waves. In spite of the
evil which is present in the world, God has stocked the world
with good things and filled the whole creation with His riches.
Therefore, we should praise Him heartily for all He has done, is
doing, and shall do for us.
Let us never permit the note of praise to God, for the many
expressions of His remarkable grace to us, to go out of our lives
Praise to Him is always appropriate. Let us ever praise Him for
the matchless light and power of His wonderful Word, and for the
gift of His only begotten Son Who died to redeem us from our sins

co
co

Since 1886 four generations of our family have
ministered to the needs of Murray and Calloway
County families in their hours of need and despair.
Because of the trust and confidence placed in us by
those we serve we have provided services of
unquestioned
and
realiability
with
FAIR
REASONABLE prices and QUALITY merchandise.
In our 86 years of business and the conducting of over
9400 services no effort has ever been made to influence
a family's decision in the choice of funeral merchandise. Our services are always complete in every
detail regardless of the selection.

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Third and Maple Streets
Murray, Kentucky

Kenneth Churchill Imes,
Tommy Lee Walker, owners

753-2411
Where Personal and Sincere Service Have Been A Tradition
Since 1886
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captain and a demolition
crew parachute behind Nazi
lines in northern Italy to blow
up a strategically vital dam.
The Germans, however, are
alerted and gun down the
Americans as they land'with
only the wounded captain
escaping alive. Sergio
Fantoni costars.
9:00 p.m.—Arnold Palmer: An
American Legend--ChanneLs
4,6. A look at one of golf's alltime leading money winners
and one of the sporting
active
most
world's
businessmen. ( "The Bobby
Darin Show" Is preempted.)
Movie:
10:30 p.m.—Late
Channel 12 1130 on 5)
"Waco," starring Jane
--Russell, Howard Keel, Brian
Doolevy and Wendell Corey.
Dramatic Western dealing
with the restoration of law
and order in a town plagued
by corruption.
12:00 MID Movie: "Always
Together," Channel 3, Joyce
Reynolds, Cecil Kellaway.
Robert Hutton, Ernest
Trues. Miserly millionaire,
about to die, bestows million
dollars on a working girl;
then tries to retrieve it when
he learns he will live.
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"A/ice's Adventures in
Wonderland" features Peter
Sellers as the March Hare, Sir
Robert Helpmann as the Mad
Hatter and Dudley Moore as the
Dormouse. It is a Rainbow
Adventure Film release filmed
in Todd-A0 35 mm Eastman
color. "Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland" starts Wednesday'
March 7th at the Capri Theatre
for a special 7 day engagement

"There's a fantastic amount
of sheer hard work involved"
states 1Arhybrow. "But its a
fabulous, rewarding experience
when we get something new to
work on that has never been
done before. You can work on a
hundred other films, and not get
one like 'Alice"

invention was that of a special
non-wet substance It was made
from a special liquid which
makes a person instantly dr.after immersing their hands or
body in water. It was this
magical substance which
enables Alice Fiona, Fullerton
to emerge completely dry front
her pool of tears.
Roy Why brow wcirks with a
team of five spectlaists He tries
to keep the same experts
together, as each knows the
other's particular skills and
talents. These Invaluable
backroom men of the film industry work constantly in a
large hut crammed full of their
inventions and tools of trade
near silent H-Stage, which is the
largest in Europe.
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AND Iltt OUR
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
* Country Hams and Steaks
* All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m., 7 Days a Week
— J. C. GALLIMORE —

HAZEL CAFE

COME TO

Tired Of Your Own Cooking?

Perhaps the most difficult

Many of the models are gas
and electronically operated.
The film's pale pink flamingos
have special gadgetry built into
their necks which cause them to
turn, sway or drink on command. The prickley crown
hedgehogs which appear in the
Queen of Hearts ( Dame Flora
Robson croquet game have to
curl up. roll, unroll and run off
before the players mallet
descends_

The plan for the new Rainbow
Adventure Films release was to
follow as closely as possible
Carroll's original mauriscript,
utilizing all live action, but not
to surrender the magical flights
of fantasy displayed by the
story's delightfully bizarre
characters. "Working on
'Alice' is our most challenging
assignment" declares Roy. "It
is a new venture for us because
of the machines operating many
of the classical charactersinvolved".

Attaching a tail to a live actor
seems simple enough but
requiring'it to wave in any and
all directions an command
provides much more of a
challenge. This and many more
complex assignments were
given to the special effects crew
headed by Roy Whybrow in the
fantastic new screen adaptation
of Lewis Carroll's immortal
classic "Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland".

Special Effects Near
Magical In 'Wonderland'

Steve McQueen and All MaeGraw co-star in 'The Getaway."
showing now through Tuesday March tat the Capri Theatre.
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Put it on
HOLLYWOOD 1UPII —
Dyan CIMINO added 18 melds
to her weight for her role as the
stout Hollywood agent in "The
Last of Sheila" at Warner Bros.

Italian movies
ROME IUP11 — Italy
produced 1.180 movies in the
ars ending in 1971,
industry statistics show. These
included 523 international coproduction*.
Production reached a peak in
1969. when Italy turned out
246 films. It was down to 216
in 1971.

Fonda signs
HOLLYWOOD !UPI) —
Henry Fonda has signed to host
the first of three one-hour
television specials for GeorgiaPacific Corp. during 1973.

"The Getaway," a National
General Pictures release
produced by David Foster and
Mitchell Brower for First Artist
Production Co. was adapted for
lhe screen by Walter Hill from a
novel by Jim Thompson.

Director Peckinpah's insistence on accuracy and
realistic detail led him to make
use of actual Texas locations,
people and prison inmates,

Friday, March 9

WSM
Ch. 4
Hashvill•

4:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5.
"Little Egypt"—Mark
Stevens, Rhonda Fleming,
Nancy Guild, Charles Drake,
Verna Felton. Chicago, 1893:
Pair of Cairo promoters
transplant a Cairo street to
the Clxicago Columbian
Exposition and bill wealthy
American of 8100,000.
9:00 p.m.—Liza With A Z—
Channels 4, 6. The musical
comedy talents of Liza
Minnelli are showcased in a
four-part concert filmed
before a live audience in New
York's Lyceum Theatre
Miss Minnelli's program
includes "Cabaret," "Liza
With a Z," "God Bless the
Child" and other song and
dance numbers.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: "Hornet's
Nest," Channels 5, 12—
starring Rock Hudson and
Sylva Koscina. A U.S. Army

Friday, March 9
3:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 4
Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De
Carlo, achary
Scott.
Deputy, on trail of U.S.
Marshal's ruthless killer,
saves a beautiful half-breed's
life and finds his man in an
Apache village.

Friday Highlights

"The Getaway," marking the
first time teaming of superstars
Steve McQueen and All
MacGraw under the direction of
Sam "The Wild Bunch,"
"Straw Dogs," t Peckinplh. is
at the Capri Theatre thru
Tuesday, March 6.
McQueen and MacGraw play
"Doc" and Carol McCoy, a
reunited
husband and wife
after his parole from prison who
plan a daring bank robbery
which they hope will be, their
biggest and last. Also featured
importantly' in the story, set in
comtemporary Texas, are Ben
Johnson, who won last year's
Oscar for Best Supporting Actor
in' "The Last Picture Show"
Sally Struthers, Emmy Awardwinning star of the Number
One TV show, "All In The
Family", and Al Lettiert, who
scored a smash impression in
the record-breaking hit. "The
Godfather"

'Getaway'
Showing
At Capri
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CLARK GABLE, as a Southern plantation owner during the
Civil War era, prepares to protect his property from ravaging
invaders, In "Band of Angels," to be presented in color on "The
CBS Late Movie" Monday, March 5, (starting at 10:30 p.m. CST),
on the CBS Television Netyark.
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Character role
HOLLYWOOD it Ph —
Jack Elam will play a character
role in MGM'. Pt Garrett
and Billy the Kid."

As Pilgrim moves 'from time
to time, he is confronted by
finely drawn characters; an
unrelenting fellow prisoner-ofwar, Ron Leibman, who vows to
murder him; a movie starlet.
Valerie Perrine, his consort on
the planet Tralfarnadore, with
whom he shares happiness; his
wife, Sharon Gans, a little on
the plump side who constantly
tends to reduce; and many
more.
One of Hollywood's leading
writer-producers, and formerly
a novelist and news reporter.
Monash came bi motion
pictures from television, where
he won an Entrny for his
The I.onel
teleplaN for
Wizard,- the biography of
Steirunetz lie and Hill have
Teamed several times before,
most recently in the highly
acclaimed "Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid."
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Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc,

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

Complete repair service on all makes of TV's and 4ntennas. Good selection of 1973 Sylvania Color TS 's &
Stereo's in stock.

Your Only Authorized SYLVANIA
Dealer In Murray

SALES & SERVICE
2 Miles From 5 Points
North 16th Ext.
Dial 753-2385

ORTEN'S TV

Winner of the Cannes Film
Festival Jury Prize Award, the
George Roy Hill-Paul Monash
production in Technicolor of the
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. world-wide
novel,
selling
best
Slaughterhouse-Five," is now
showing at the Cheri Theatre.
The first of Vonnegut's ten
books to reach the screen,
"Slaughterhouse-Five" is the
story of an extraordinary man
who can foretell the exact
moment of his own death, and
does; one who predicts the
crash of a passenger plane he's
on, and eschpes; a man who
was in Dresden, Germany when
it was bombed to destruction,
and survived; and a man who
goes on to enjoy the sexiest
night in outer space with a far
out Hollywood starlet, and lives.
It's the tale of Billy Pilgrim,
portrayed by Michael Sacks,
who to unstuck in time. The
extremely complex, highly
stylized novel has been converted to a powerful and
moving screeply by Stephen
Galler, directed by Hill and
produced by Monash.

'Slaughterhouse-Five'
Now Showing At Cheri
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Saturday, March 3

Saturday, March 3
4:00 p.m. Movie: channel 5,
"Birds Do It" Soupy Sales,
Tab Hunter, Beverly Adams,
Edward Andrews, Arthur
O'Connell, Doris Dowling.
Kennedy janitor
Cape
mistakenly enters an offlimits room and becomes
negatively ionized. As a
result he is able to fly like a
bird and is irrestible to
women.
8:00 p.m. Movie: channels 4, 6.
"World Premiere: A Time
for Love," two separate one
No
hour love stories.
Promises, No Pledges,"
starring Jack Cassidy, John
Davidson and Lauren Hutton, deals with a change in
the life style of a convenUortal big businessman
upon meeting a certain
. young worpan at a convention. "Ger Sing the Songs,
Mark," stars Christopher

Saturday Highlights
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Center
Bonnie
The
and
Mitchum
"Journey To
111
Boone,
A successful rock singer
The Earth" Pat
finds it difficult to abandon
James Mason, Arlene Dahl,
his way of life when he meets
Diane Baker. Scientist and
a girl who teaches at a school
student start hazardous
for the deaf.
journey to find the center of
11:110 p.m. Grammy Awards:
earth. Later find themthe
ebannels 5, 12. Hosted by
selves in lost city of Atlantis.
honoring
and
Williams
Andy
10:30 p.m. Movie: channel 6.
12 categories of achievement
"Tobruk" Rock Hudson,
in the field of music. The
George Peppard, Guy Stockg
recordin
features
special
well, Nigel Green. British
ers,
artists as perform
major leads a mission to
presenters and recipients
to blow up German
Torbruk
and includes Record of the
supplies there.Plan
fuel
Year;
Year; Album of the
succeeds with aid of some
Song of the Year; Best
anti-Nazi Germans, although
Female Pop, Rock & Folk
only a small number of men
Best
Vocal Performance;
two
survive.
American prisoner of war Michael Sacks is cornered bs
Male Pop,Rock & Folk Vocal
,
12:00 MD Movie: channel 5.
Nazi soldiers at a bomb-ravaged building in Dresden. Germany
Performance; Best Rhythm
-Five," showing through
of Dracula" Lon
erhouse
"Son
"Slaught
in
II
War
World
during
PerVocal
and Blues Male
Louise
Jr.,
Chaney,
March 6 at the Cheri Theatre
formance; Best Country
The mysterious
,
Albritton
ance;
Perform
Vocal
Female
Count Alucard marries a
Best Country Male Vocal
pretty girl and makes her
Performance; Best Comedy
his vampire partner
into
Recording, and a Classical

mt.

couldn't become a nationally
known humorist unless I put a
little off-color stuff in the
albino; and I proved that to be
an outright be." Jerry insisted.
"There's not a risque word on
any of my albums. I'd rather
make families laugh than any
other group.
'"The only place there isn't
any laughter is in hell. People
need to laugh," the 46-year-old
comedian stated.
"My family and I live like the
Bible says you ought to live,"
Humor isn't all that occupies
Jerry's mind. This writer found
him more eager to talk about his
religion, which seems to play an
integral part in his daily life.
"I was told when I first got
into show business that I
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Thursday, March 8
3:30 p.m.--Movie: channel 3
"Prince and the Pauper
Errol Flynr., Claude Rains.
Alan Hale, Mauch Twins
Story of prince and beggar
boy who change clothes and
identities.
3:30 p.m.—Movle:channel 4.
"Little Miss Broadway".
Jean Porter, John Shelton,
Fiance's
Ruth Donnelly.
relatives are wealthy, but it's
all an act; one that causes
plenty of trouble.
4:00 p.m.—Movie:channel 5
"Abbott & Costello In Comm'
Round the Mountain". Budd
Abbott, Lou Costello. Bud
and Lou, hillbillies, become
involved in feuds and love
potions.
11:011 p.m.--Nevie: channels 5,
12. "The Marcus-Nelson
Murders," starring
TellypSavalas, Marjoe
Gortner, and Jose Ferrer.
Dramatic investigation into
the murder of two young
women in their Manhattan
apartment.
11:30 p.m.—Movie: channels 5,
12. "The Red Badge of
Courage," starring Audie
• Murphy and Bill Mauldin in
Stephen Crane's immortal
story of the War Between the

Thursday
Highlights
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Keys F. Keel
Tommy Murphey
Anita McCallon .
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Sunday
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held Office Manager
Field Representative
Secretary

PHONE 753-5602

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 4th STREET

MURRAY OFFICE

RCA Ithe go ahead people

dr

PCA has two
ways that
help cut the
cost of my
borrowing.
That's mighty
important
these days.

OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 to 5:00 — 753-5005
After Hours — 753-8144

South 12th Street

Bel Air Shopping Center

Murray Cablevision

the comic s future, but Jerry is
resisting. He lives from day-today and believes that people
accept him because he is
genuinely from the soil, despite
his college degree.
"I don't try to be nothing but
me. If my audiences have ever
lived like I have lived, they
relate to me and it brings up
precious memories. They don't
want to go back to living that
way, but they cherish the
memories and wouldn't take
nothing for them. I remind therm
of the good things of the past,"
be said.
Concerning any future
successes, he stated, "If it
happens, I'll praise the Lord and
if it doesn't, I'll still praise the
Lord."
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beard on some experience in his
life. Primarily, they trace back
to his poor youth, when he was a
farm boy who lived 12 miles
from the nearest post office.
Tandy Rice, who manages and
books clover, has been
attempting to mold and shape

Clover's life has found fame
and fortune, but he contends
that his most memorable
moment occurred when he
became a Christian at age 13
while attending a country
revival in Southern Mississippi.
"I was a new creature, just like
the Bible says," Jerry said.
A Gideon and church deacon,
Jerry has one unusual way of
investing a star's wages. He has
a bank account that holds
something he calls "bigot
money." Whenever he sees an
act of bigotry or injustice, he
will sometimes rectify the
situation from his purse. ,
Jerry drew on the account
once when he learned that one
town's civic club sponsored a
scholarship at the local high
school which elected to drop
forced
court
the
when
integration in fear a Negro
might earn the award.
The massive comediao, who
looks the part of the sales
executive he was two years ago.
claims that his stories sit- all

Jerry uses to tell folks. He
childhood
his
married
sweetheart, Homerline, and
they have four offspring. "If I
had an ambition in show'
business, I'd like to play the part
of a preacher in a movie or
television series and portray
that preacher like 99 percent of
the clergy are today. There's too
many television shows about
Elmer Gantry-type preachers.
You never see a movie that the
preacher isn't a nut or a
iroundrel. This isn't fair."

.krry Clever

•

Thursday, March 8

od Wilson, kit, and
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and Sou," are
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• AP Wirephotopi
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For 19 years, Jerry (lower
has been exchanging his tall
Wes with farm folks and cattle*.while hawking fertiliser for
Yazoo City's Mississippi
Chemical Corporation. the
South's largest fertilizer cornPee
Clower's coon-dog yarns became popular
at sales meetings and farm
convention.s all
over the Southeast At the
urgings of
friends, he put
some of his
stories on tape
and Decca ReRowlett
cords bought it
and signed him to a five-year
Contract.
That was two years ago and
his albums have already sold
more than a million dollars
worth. His latest is called
"Mouth of Miastasippl." A
recent single that received air
play on country radio stations
involved Marcel and his "talldn'
chainaa w."
Clover
The
witty
hes
appeared on an impressive
of talk shows, including the
hosted by David Frost end
Douglas. His fourth
on Frost's show included a
showdown with feminist Gloria
Stemern where Jerry told her
about God's "family plan" for
marriage

By DARRF.LL ROWLETT

• Comic Jerry Glower Isn't All Tall Tales

Imelda, Country Music—
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES —

Jean Peters defies her husband. played by Albert
Salmi, in a scene from the Hollywood Television Theater presentation of Sherwood Anderson's "Winesburg,
Ohio" on Kentucky Educational Television at 8 p.m.
FT Monday, March 5.
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Wednesday, March 7

Jeanne Peters To Appear
On Educational Network
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All aboard
for loud,
rocky trip

By PRESTON McGR AS
United Press International
The Dolby system of
reducing noise on magnetic
tapes now is as
in
prerecorded, open reel tapes
and the result is music of
broadened dynamic range out
of a backgroond -of almost
velvet silence.

COCtESy
'D rew ,
1;

DIAL 753-6363

DAY or NIGHT

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

For Correct

But other manufacturers are
reported to be bringing ..ut
more modestly priced machines
so more hobby pie can take
advantage of the process.
But the Dolbrized tapes
make a significant difference,
even on heck. not equipped
with the system. Any kind of
noise works to the disadvantage
of high grade sound. as any
person who has tried to listen to
a high fidelity rig with an air
conditioner sent hissing in the
room knows.
So even on orthodox but high
grade tape decks, his is almost
inaudible. Music seems clearer.
sharper. Individual instrunwnts
stand out better. The dynamic
range extends from the
threshold of audibility to near
pain.
Some of the liolly-ized open
reel tapes also uns' sellable in
regular versions,aoJt is possible
to make

Open reel
Last December:, A m pes
Stereo Tapes annetineed
series of Dolby•ixed open rein'
tapes. l'he series, was ire
troduced with 20 titles. Others
are bring added.
The only Dolbrized °pee
reel recorder available at Wit
report was a Revox model.
which sells for around $1.000.
'To get the full beeefit of Dolbyized tapes, the% hays to 1*
played on such a machine,

The system was deyeloped in
J965 by Ray Dolby. an
American engineer wirliing in
England. After puttin,, in
several years with Ampex in the
United States working on tape
video recording, Dolby went to
England to get a Ph.D. at
Cambridge.
Bugged by tape noise— •
mainly hiss—Lkilby worked out
• sophisticated system that
divides the frequency epectnini
into four separate eariges, each
independently treated..
In recording with the system.
all signals whose strength is
above a certain level pass
through unchanged. But signals
below a certain level are increased 10 or 11 decibels. The
recording engineer winds up
with a tape whose only weak
signals are the noise on it.
On playback, the Dolby'
system cuts back the booatod
signals by the amount they mese
increased. The music 'sometime'
as it entered the recording'
microphone and with about the
same noise free background.
Prerecorded tapes for use by
high fidelity hobbyists were
about the last medium to use
the Dolby system. The first
medium was master tapes for
record'.
Then a reasonably priced
Dolby system—the ISOlby "11'.
system—was added to Cassette
machines. Cassettes, with their
1-7/8 ips speed. as opposed to
'7-1/2 for open reel tapes, were
,especially victimized h% hiss.
Some EM broad, aste.g
tuners employ the Dolby
system. By eliministing noise i*
the broadcast signgl, the iiiialiIy
of niiisic U, entl•fierill Arid the
effective sensitivity of timers
extended.

Here's tape%ystem
that's easy on ears
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NEW YORK (UPII — Hey,
there, parent. The kids upstairs
or in the basement have the
rock music on so loud you can't
hear yourself screaming to the
top of your voicebox — "Turn
that down!"
It's hard rock they're playing
and clearly you do not understand why it should be so
loud, do you? Well, make way
for Ron Eerier, • 23-year-old
who was backstage manager of
marriage
into
&lull
LEXINGTON, Ky —Actress trapped by
"The Syndrome, the late rock
palace of Chicago.
Jeanne Peters will make her and unhappy existence; and her
In a report in the PTA
first dramatic appearance in 17 husband, whose small-town
magazine, he provides • primer
years on Kentucky Educational outlook and dreams of money
on hard rock. It's just for
Television in the Christopher
disgust her.
parents.
"Winesburg, Ohio" is 90
Sergel adaptation of Sherwood
7:30 p.m.—Movle "The Six
"If you want to understand
will
be
and
Anderson's "Winesburg,Ohio" minutes long
hard mete Mother and Dsd,Million
Dollar
Man,"
)se writes, "then let me suggest
at 7 p.m. CST, Monday, March
broadcast statewide in color.
Channels 3, 8. Original 90that you ride the music."
5.
During the rest of the week,
minute futuristic-suspense
Ride the what? The music,
KET presents:
Miss Peters, who grew up in a
drama made especially for
)8te the man said.
CST,
p.m.,
9
Line"
at
town,
plays
"Firing
small
Ohio
ABC stars Lee Majors,
"With its nasty, angry lyrics,
Sunday, March 4—William
Elizabeth Willard. a woman
"hard rock music provides
Darren McGavin, Martin
Frank
interviews
is
Jr.
Buckley,
with restless ambitions who
teenagers with an easy out.- he
Balsam and Barbara Ansays.
Shakespeare,former director of
free her son from the
derson. A test pilot, all but striving to
"No commitment is asked of
frustrations of small town life, the United States Information
killed in a crash, is
teen-ager who sits in a
the
to
Agency;
marriage
her
Before
-remade" through the
bedroom with a portable radio
8:30
Week"
at
—"Wall Street
billionaire Howard Hughes,
or in • concert hall with a
science of bionics and into a
p.m. CT, Monday, March 5—
Miss Peters starred in such
recording group, cheeriNg the
superman superior to the
Host Louis Rukeyser examines
films as "A Man Called Peter,"
songs he hears. The bedroom
flesh-and-blood man he was
and the concert hall are
-Three Coins in a Fountain," the Energy Crisis" from an
before.
protected zones for the
investor's viewpoint;
and "Viva &ovate."
teenager. Unorthodox thoughts
p.m.
8
at
Advocates"
Movie:
—"The
p.m.—Late
10:30
Sergel's adaptation of Anelicit no reprisals. no punishChannel 12 I 11:30 on 5)
novel CST, Tuesdy, March 6—They
1919
derson's
ments. No parents lurk there.your
"Should
"Night Chase," starring
was debate
Sociologists say that teen"Winesburg, Ohio"
agers go to rock concerts largely
David Janssen and Yaphet
originally presented as a newspapers and TV support
to express an ill-defined, yet
Kotto. Suspenseful story
Broadway play. The current self-regulation through the
tenacious affinity with their
revolving around a man's
Hollywood Television Theatre National Press Council?"
peers. At concerts they can hear
CST,
p.m.
9
Beat"
at
—"Book
flight from the scene of a
presentation of the play is
the noisy anthems of their
6—Chicago
March
Tuesday,
shooting_
produced by Norman Lloyd.
generation, they can cheer the
performers, they can go home
The story is about a mid- book critic Robert Cromie interviews Norman Shur, author
happy — having reaffirmed
western family in the 1920's—a
their roles as guerrillas in the
young man who dreams about of "British Self-Taught;"
Japanese stereo sales
ranks of the youth revolution.
—"Film Odyssey" at 8 p.m.
escaping to a large city to exTOKYO CPu — Saks of
Other points for parents who
7—The
March
Wednesday,
million
CST,
8400
totaled
sets
his
stereo
perience life and to write;
want to know about the music
conpicture,
The
19:2.
motion
in
length
Japan
full
in
mother, who remembers her
ride in hard rock:
yentional type sets—each
own dreams of a better life "Orpheus," the magical
— "Hard rock, parents
consisting of an amplifier.
adaptation of the Greek legend
should remember. is • direct,
town,
and
small
away
from
the
speakers—accounted
tuner and
primary conveyor of the youth
by French poet Jean Cocteau.
who grieves_about having been
for the bulk of ,the sales.
subculture. Yet, le some
forms of preaching, hard rock is
necessarily anti-intellectual.
The words, while occasionally
important, are more often
ancillary."
— "If you have the emotional
K F VS
WDXR
potential (while riding the
WSIX
WLAC
WPSD
WSM
WSIL
music, despite the fact that
Ch. 29
Ch. 12
Ch. 8
Ch. 6
Ch. 4
Ch. 5
Ch. 3
you're adults, then perhaps
Cap•
lettifircoh
Hoohntl le
Paducah
Harrisburg
Nashville
hard rock can spirit you away,
Girardoeu
too, on that incredible
your
emotional journey
The
B.g
N•s
w
'14••••s
CBS
N•
vis
Cactus
Truth or
teenagers take.Volley
News
Pitt*
Can.''.'7cirs
Na•hville
To Tell
I Dream of
- "The purpose of hard
H•llyw wad
30 Sports
L•t• I Mahe
the Truth
klus.c
J•ann••
Chaluares
Sq
lenge
A Den:
rock, as most adolescents know
A
..
.
)
Tand most adults must learn, is
SCIAPy
/ Adam - 12
Adam -12
Gig,
Movie,
Paul
Peul
Smart
complete release: that euphoric
and
clo
Lynch,
"Ambush
Lynd•
Chit,
F Troop
Special,
Mo.,."$.bSpecial:
Bay"
state of mind an emotion that
Mcivi•.
"Bob
30 "Th. Si.
"The S.•
exists an Everest aboye the
••
.
common human experimental
st•dico I
Hope"
N tape''
Movie
Millions.,
M. ili e,
C•111•r
level.''
00
T8A
Dollar
Della,
..
Special,
Special:
Man"
Man"
— "Hard rock . . invades
.•
J•liyll
"Dr. Jekyll
-0,
a
i the body of the listener capable
•
Cannon
of experiencing it on every
and
and
Clow,
Ilditalical
Ove•n
Marshall
Mr. Nydre“
C•nttor
sensory lesel. Historically.
Marshall
H'' Hyde'.
..
young people haye been more
..
30 "
'
w
open than adults to new ways of
I
a.
in
News
Ne w s
New s
feeling human experience. This
N•...•
TTI,l•ws
B•ig
W•ather
P.ciur•
Seethe.
Fugitive
MaritIsisi
N•ws
explains. in part. perhaps. their
11100 Enterta
Tonight
C
BS
P•rr,
Entet10111.. .
pleasure in — and their
Show
Show
litovi•
30
mon,
.no
Mason
•
•
ommitment to — hard rivek
0
Or
1
8•••••on
••
00
Meaty*
See?
CBS
•
30
Er, Listen!
11 till••••
A..
a
•

Wednesday, March 7
3:30 p.m.—ABC Afterschool
Movie Special, Channel 3.
3:30 p.m.--Mqvie: Channel 4.
"Monster That Challenged
the World." Tim Holt, Audrey
Dalton, Hans Conned, Jody
McCrea. Naval Intelligence
discoveres atomic
experiments in Salton Sea have
unearthed giant radioactive
beasts who are causing
wholesale murder.
4:00 p.m.--Movie: Channel 5.
"Eegah" Arch Hall, Jr.,
Richard Kiel, Marilyn
Manning. A pre-historic type
giant living in the desert falls
in love with teen-age girl who
discovers him.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5
"Ambush Bay." Hugh
O'Brian, Mickey Rooney,
James Mitchum,Tisa Chang.
1944: Nine-man Marine
patrol secretly lands on a
Japanese-held island in order
to contact a spy who has
important information about
General MacArthur's
planned invasion of the
PhiWpines.

Highlights

Wednesday
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NEW YORK i'AP) — With
the exception of two separate
weeks, CBS' "All in the Family" show has led television's
national Nielsen ratings since
September. It shows no signs of
fading, either.
It remained the most popular
show in America in the week of
Feb. 12-18, according to Nielsen
ratings macle public today. The
week's other winners, according to their ranking in a list of
the nation's 20 top-rated shows,
were:
ABC's "Sunday Movie";
"Sanford At Son" (NBC);
"Hawaii Five-0"," "Maude,"
"CBS Tuesday Movie" and
"Mary Tyler Moore" (all
CBS); "Flip Wil.4013" (NBC);
"Gunsmoke" (CBS); NBC's
"Little People" and CBS'
"Bridget Loves Bernie" ( tied
for 10th place); "The Rookies"
( ABC); "Adam-12" (NBC);
"Lucille Ball" and "The Carol
Burnett Shosv" (both CBS and
tied for 15th place); "Sonny
Cher" (CBS); "Ironside"
(NBC);"Love American Style"
(ABC) and "Walt Disney"
(NBC) and a "National Geographic" special (CBS). The
last two tied for 20th place in
the ratings.

All In The
Family Leads
TV Ratings

d-

a
ro
t.

15

Sunday, March 4
1:00 p.m.—Movie: Channel 5.
"You Can't Cheat An Honest
Man." W.C. Fields, Edgar
Bergen — Charlie McCarthy.
Bergen and Charlie try to
keep showman's daughter,
who thinks father needs
money, from marrying
wealthy man.
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6. "The Most
Dangerous Match," starring
Peter Falk as U. Celurnbo.
Columbo looks for answers
when a former world chess
champion is found gravely
injured just before his match
for the title with the current
champion.
8:00 p.m.--Movie: Channels 3,
8. "Villa Rides"...Yul
Brynner, Robert Mitchum
and Charles Bronson star in
the wild and turbulent story
of the famed Mexican
revolutionary Pancho Villa.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channel 6.
"The Whole World is Watching." Burl Ives, Joseph
Campenella, James
Farentino, Hal Holbrook,
Steve lluutt, Stephen McNally. Team of lawyers is
hired to represent student
leader of a campus riot when
a policeman is killed. Flashbacks contract the actual
events with courtroom
testimony.
10:45 p.m.--Movie: "Man in
The Middle," Channel 3.
Robert Mitchum, France
Nuyen, Barry Sullivan,
Trevor Howard, Keenan
Wynn. Lawyer, assigned to
defend a man accused of
murder in a court martial,
believes the man to be a
schizophrenic and handles
his case accordingly incurring the wrath of his
superiors and jeopardizing
his career.

Sunday
Highlights
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PREP-SCHOOL BOY INVOI.VF.D IN CRIME-Series start Ruddy Ebsen (right) questions Jerry
Houser, as his prime suspect, a student at an exclusive prep school who tries to cover up an accidental killing by framing an Innocent man, on "Barnaby Jones" Sunday, March 4, 18:30-9:30 p.m.
CST). on the CBS Television Network.
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Open 6:30 -Start :O0

10:30 p.m.-Late Moviechannel
12 ( 11:30-5) "Band of
Angeles," starring Clark
Gable, Sidney Poitier and
Yvonne de Carlo. The fiery
Southern romance about a
beautiful young aristocrat
who is confronted by the
shocking discovery that her
mother was a slave

Brickell co-star

"World Premiere: Brock's
last Case," starring Richard
Wicimark as U. Max Brock,
who quits the New York
Police Department to raise
organes out west but is
forced to investigate the local
sheriff's murder when his
Indian formean is accused.
Henry Darrow and Beth

already created.
8:00 p.m.-Movie: channels 4,6.
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Count Dracula Society

"BLACULA' IS THE
MOST HORRIFYING
- FILM OF THE DECADE

Deadlier than Dracula!
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Warren, Frankie Thomas,
Sidney Blackmer. Convict
insists wife divorce him and
marry rich suitor, telling
their children he is dead.
Returns to be near them and
finds money is ruinging his
son.
3:30 p.m.-Movie: channel 4.
"Abott & Costello Keep 'Em
Flying" Abbott & Costello,
Martha Raye, Carol Bruce,
Dick Foran, Charles Lang.
Abbott and Costello are in the
Army Air Force and mix in
everything from romance to
oilot's solo flight
4:00 p.m.-Movie: channel 5.
"Bride of the Monster " Bela
Ludosi, .Thor Johnson.
Loretta King. Weird wizard,
bent on creating a race of

My Heart" channel 3. Walter
Huston, Kay Francis, Gloria

Monday, March 5
3:30 p.m.--Movie: "Always In

Monday Highlights

Network.
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"The

810,000.

round in 60 seconds, the contestant wins a cash prize of

"The $10,000 Pyramid." If the
team successfully identifies all
10 answers in the pyramid

famed country & western
singer; the Hager twins of Hee
Haw; Mary Stuart of "Search
For Tomorrow," and Ted
Knight of the "Mary Tyler
Moore Show."
The Telethon will be seen live
and in color beginning Saturday
night, March 3 at 10:30 p.m. and
running through Sunday, March
4 at 6:00 p.m. The Telethon will
be carried by KFVS-TV,
Channel 12, originating from the
KFVS studios at 310 Broadway
in Cape Girardeau.

take on her starring duties in
the hit production "Maude."
She joins Johnny Tillotson,

for the Tony Award, which is
awarded for excellence in a
theatre performance, for her
starring role In the hit Broadway show "Grease "
Miss Barbeau left the show to

veteran of the Broadway stage
was most recently nominated

Adrienne Barbeau, who plays
Carol, Maude's daughter on hit
TV series "Maude," will be
appearing on the KFVS-TV
Celebrity Telethon for Cerebral
Palsy; Dave Graves, Telethon
Chairman has announced.
Miss Barbeau, a long-time

More Talent
Named For
Telethon

compete for prize money to see
how quickly they can correctly
identify who or what the
celebrities are talking about,
with the winner going on for a
chance at additional prizes.

the
without actually divulging
s
subject. Three contestnat

e
300 p.m., CST) will featur
celebrities comnumerous
menting in short film clips
about people, places and things

which will

revolve around the
relationships of
an
-wom
man
their
three families and
associates in fictional, Genoa
City, U. S. A.
"Hollywood's Talking" ) 2:30-

with John
Writer of the series,
er. Casting
produc
its
as
y
Conbo
the serial,
is under way for

William J.

can to score.
At the end of three rounds, the
team that has accumulated the
most points has a chance at

Secret Storm" moves to 3:003:30p-m,, CST, a time slot once
occupied by the serial, now in
its 20th year.
Grant described the new
series as follows:
"The $10,000 Pyramid"
(10:30-11:00 a.m., CST) is a
celebrity- contestant threeround competition in which the
celebrity races against the
clock to communicate information to his partner, who
must answer as quickly as he

B''1
• Dap '
on
,
•nd•

Pete

Cactus

be

25 p.m., CST), would
follow "Love of Life," now in its
22nd year on the network. To
complete the schedule, "The

would

8.M -11:

CST)

scheduled
between two game series, "The
Joker's Wild" (9:00-9:30 a.m.,
CST) and "Gambit" 110:0010:30 a.m., CST), which made
their debut on the network last
fall.
"The New Price Is Right,"
which also premiered last fall,
moves to 2:00-2:30 p.m.,
CST,and will serve as a lead-in
for the new "Hollywood's
Talking"(2:30-3:00 p.m.,(Ti.
In addition, Grant said that
the 200-3:00 p.m., CST, bloc of
game programs would offer a
popular programming alternative to opposing networka' drama-serial fare, and that the
new daytime drama, announced
last fall and now titled "The
Young and the Restless" (11:00

the Restless."
In making the announcement,
Grant said that "The 810,000
Pyramid" (9:30-10:00 a.m.,

P;o1grams.
are
The new game programs
''The 810,000 Pyramid" and
the
"Hollywood's Talking," and
new serial is "The Young and

A major revamping of the
Network
CBS Television
daytime schedule, highlighted
by the launching of two new
game programs and a new
drama series, effective Monday, March 26, has been announced by B. Donald (Bud)
Grant, vice president, Daytime

WSM
Ch. 4

iisusx«claecertP.s.
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"Barnaby Jones.••

ft HI —
Janice Rule will make a guest
star appearance in the new
Buddy F.haen detective reties,

Guem
WILLYWOOD

directing.

—
Janies Maxon has been signed
‘tar toith Paul 1...mar5L and
Dinninique •arnia in "Thc
Mackintosh Man - at %tuner
II tiiiktion
John
Bros. with

signed
1114.1 YWOOD (UPI)

M71•011

Beite's pilot
HOLLYWOOD IUPI I Bette Davis will star in the pilot
of a television situation comedy,
"Hello Mother. Goodbye,- at
NBC.

Gary Merrill, Sherree North
and Martin Sheen. Dramatic
story of a young man trying
to find his place in the world
of today

12 (11:30 on Ch. 5) "Then
Came Bronson," starring
Bonnie
Parks,
Michael
Bedelia, Akim Tamiroff,

"Crime Club," starring
Lloyd Bridges, with guest
stars Victor Buono, Paul
Burke, William 'Devane,
David Hedlaon, Cloris Leach man, Belinda Montgomery,
Barbara Rush and Martin
Sheen. An original detective
drama of a fraternal
organization of public and
private investigators whose
founder and confidant is a
learned, retired Federal
judge.
10:30 p.m. Late Movie: channel

lives of nine people in this allstar drama.
8:30 p.m. Movie: channels 5, 12.

7:30

p.m. Movie: "The letters,"
90channels 3, 8, Original
made
movie
minute
especially for ABC starring
John Forsythe, Pamela
Franklin, Ida Lupin°, Dina
Merrill, Ben Murphy, Leslie
owell,
Nielson, Jane
Barbara Stanwyck, Lesley
Warren and Henry Jones.
Three letters, delayed a year
in delivery, bring news that
dramatically changes the

him the target of spies.

realizes that he has not only
chief
the
acquired
executive's tensions but also
many Tital secrets, making

11:00a.m.-11.25
the
be
will
I
a.m.. CST
daytime drama
Network's only
West Coast.
to originate on the
r
Ben is the creato

Restless"
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"The President's Analyst„'
starring James Coburn,
Godfrey Cambridge, Severn
Darden and Joan Delaney. A
psychiatrist, serving as
analyst to the President of
the United States, soon
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McQUEEN/
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THE GETAWAY

"McQueen! MacGrew! The Getaway!
This Is the one we've
been waiting for. Who
could ask for anything more?" - VOOIN

thru TUE.

designation is that of apprentice janitor. What
happens when the folks back
home discover his real duties
is another matter.
7:00 p.m. Movie: channels 4, 6

accepted, as an MOS 1074,
and must report for duty. On
arrival he discovers his

father volunteered him for
training
the
astronaut
program and he has been

Nielsen, Joan Freeman.
Small town man deathly
afraid of heights is stunned
when he learns that his

Jeanette

Tuesday Highlights
Tuesday, March
p.m. Movie: 'Tartan and
The Mermaid" , Channel s
Johnny Weissrnuller, Brenda
Joyce, Linda Christian
Tartan meets pearl thieves
on the coast of Africa.
3:30 p.m. Movie: "Deep
Channel 3, Icle
Valley"
Lupin°, Dane Clark, Wayne
Morris, Fay &tinter Drab
Southern California mountain girl hides an escaped
road-gang brusier Romance
blossoms.
4:00 p.m. Movie: channel 5
"Reluctant Astronaut" Don
Knotts, Arthur O'Connell,

1:30
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Miss Linda Key Futrell Becomes Bride Of
James 0. Conley In Double Ring Ceremony
Solemnized, Locust Grove Baptist Church
Music Department Of Woman's Club Has
Potluck Dinner; Many Events Planned
Members and guests of the
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Tuesday night, February 29, for
a potluck dinner at the
clubhouse.
Mrs. Joe Prince, Music
Department chairman,
welcomed the group and
thanked the hostesses for the
special table and room
decorations they provided for
the event. J.D. Rayburn, program
chairman and Music Department chorus director, introduced the people who entertained the group with a
program of choral music: Mrs.
0 B. Boone. Jr. and Mrs.
Vernon Shown, a duet; Mrs.
Vernon Shown, a solo; Mrs.
Roger Reichmuth and Mr. Joe
Prince, a duet; and the Music
Department Chorus. Mrs.
Prince was accompanist for the
program.
Members and guests who
were present for the dinner and
program were:
Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Abbott,
Mr. and Mrs. James Rudy
Allbritten, - Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Berrill, Mr. and Mrs.
0.B. Boone. Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Max Brandon, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Brock, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Burke, Dr and Mrs.
Josiah Darnall, Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Hays, Mr. and Mrs.
_Leonard _Holloway. lk. and
Mrs. Richard Hutson, Dr. and
Mrs. James Kline, Mr. and Mrs.
John Lyon.
Lt. Col. and Mrs. James
Owen, Mr. and Mrs. William
Porter, Dr. and Mrs. Joe
Prince, Mr. and Mrs. Rob Ray,
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Rayburn, Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Reictunuth, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Shahan, Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Shown, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Simons, Dr. and
Mrs. Morgan Sisk, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Story, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommye Taylor, Dr. and Mrs.
Glenn Wilcox, Mr. and Mrs.
John Winter, Dr. and Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer, Dr and

Mrs J.D,Outland, arid Dr and
Mrs. John Bartholomy
Mrs. Howard Barrett, Mrs.
Don Burchfield, Mrs. Arvin
Crafton, Mrs. Eurie Garland,
Mrs. Robert Johnson, Mrs.
Garnett Jones, Mrs. Wayne
Keller, Mrs. Kathryn Elliott,
Mrs. C.C. Lowery, Mrs. Charles
Moffett, Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger,
Mrs. Don Robinson, Mrs. H.W.
Wilson, Mrs. John Paullt, Mrs.
A.C. LaFollette, Mrs. Fay
Sledd, Miss Rebecca Dublin,
Miss Martha Guier, Dr. Carl
Mowery, and Mrs. Marian
Belding.
Tickets for the Music
Department Style Show which
will be giveii March 13 at 7:30
p.m. in the University School
Auditorium are now available.
Members who need extra
tickets may contact Mrs. Don
Burchfield.
The University Concert Band,
under the direcgion of Paul
Shahan, Director of Bands, will
present the Spring Children's
Concert on March 14, at 9:30
a.m. and 125 p.m at the
University Auditorium. Any
member who is available to
usher at either performance
should notify Mrs. Prince.
The music contest for high
school instrumentalists will be
held in March and Mrs. Vernon
Shown is chairman of the
contest.
The Murray State Sophomore
Scholarship auditions, sponsored by the Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Cab,
will take place March 4 at 100
p.m. in th Murray State Fine
Arts Building. Mrs. Richard
Farrell is chairman of the
scholarship Committee.
The next general meeting of
the Murray Woman's Club will
be March 21 at 10 30 a.m.,
followed by a luncheon and
program. Departmental reports
will be given and officers will be
elected during the morning
session. Music Department
members who wish to attend
should contact Mrs. Prince for
luncheon reservations.

MONTGOMERYMARD
"Serving Americo Over 100 Years"
liWilfyeer opportunity to own your own business and
shariblUiress sissr business in this area.
We sal owe= agenive man, or husband-wife team
In an already established full time MONTGOMERY
WARD franchise catalog store
This is a rare opportunity to become essociated with as
ESTABLISHED aggressive rational firm
Write giving your address, telephone number and
complete personal qualifications and references
All inquiries will be held in strict confidence
Personal interviews will be conducted

MONTGOMERY-WARD & CO.
J. H. Murdoch
P.O. Box 597
Cape Giraraeau, Mo, 63101

1972 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, power and air
1971 Cadillac coupe DeVille, power and air
1970 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, power and air
1969 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, power and air, 21,450 miles,
new rubber
1969 VW
1968 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, power and air.
1968 Buick Electra 225,4 door hard top, power and air, tan
with a beige vinyl top.
1968 Buick Electra 225, 4 door hard top, power and air,
light green with black vinyl roof.

1960 Chevrolet, 2 door hard top, red as a fox and ruff as a
cob.

NICE SELECTION OF NEW CARS
USED CARS NEEDED s

SANDERS-PURDOM

did when we were married. We still love each other, and
we want to be man and wife again. I know you can get a
marriage annulled Can you get a divorce annulled?
ME AND KIM

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My heart is breaking, and altho 1 think I
know the answer, maybe if I saw it in print I could accept
it more easily.
I am an unmarried woman who has been absolutely
faithful to a married man ever since we fell in love four
years ago. His excuse for not leaving his wife and . marrying me was his children. I accepted this. I know that
hundreds of husbands and wives live under the same roof
after they stop loving each other iust for the sake of their
children, but they usually have their own interests, and go
their own way.
Abby, I never asked him to leave his Mate, his wife, or
his children, but I did expect hulls to be just as true to me
as 1 was to him
Well, 1 was true to him, but he was sleeping with both
of us!
He says he loves me, but I am beginning tolliaidir. I can understand his keeping his marriage intact for the
children's sake, but must he SLEEP with his wife for the
children's sake? Or is it just becouse he wants to' HURT
DEAR HURT: I hate to hurt yes further, but unless a
eras "wants to," he's • pretty loeffeetive bed partner.
DEAR ABBY: With some people marriage doesn't
work In our case, the divorce didn't work After five years
of marriage and two children, my husband and I got a
divorce The first three months we stayed apart, but the
last three months we have been living together jiast like we

Miss Linda Kay Futrell
became the bride of James 0.
Conley on Saturday, February
3, at three o'clock in the afternoon. The lovely double ring
ceremony took place at the
Locust Grove Baptist Church
with Rev. Jack Jones officiating.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Futrell of
Murray Route Four. Mr Conley
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph 0. Conley of Murray
Route Five.
The altar was decorated with
three identical arrangements of
pink daisies and white snapdragons. One arrangement was
in the center of the altar and the
other two were placed on
columns on each side of the
altar. Two candelabra completed the scene
Preceding the ceremony,
Mrs. Sharon Turner, aunt of the
bride, presented selections on
the piano. The traditional
wedding marches were used for
the
processional
and
recessional.
The bride entered the sanctuary escorted by her father,
and was given in marriage by
her
parents.
Bride's Dress

in an aqua knit dress with black
accessories Her corsage was of
white carnations tipped with
aqua.
Reception
Following the wedding the
reception was hel& in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was
beautifully decorated with a
white lace cloth over yellow
Greenery adorned the edge of
the table entwined with yellow
satin bows tied in love knots and
cascade wedding bells hung at
both ends of the table. The
centerpiece was of white
daisies, yellow carnations,
jonquils, and baby's breath
The three tiered wedding
cake was topped by a cluster of
three bells attached to a
background of lace.
Miss Sharon Davis and Miss
Debbie
former
Peal,
classmates of the bride, served
the cake Miss Marilyn Prescott.
friend of the bride, presided at
the punch bowl
Mr. and Mrs Conley are now
at home in Panorama Shores.
Prenuptial Shower
Prior to her wedding the
bride-elect was complimented
with a delightful household
shower held at the Community Center on Ellis Drive
with Mrs. Betty Braboy and
Mrs. Karen Barnes as
hostesses.
Corsages of white carnations
were presented to the honoree,
Miss Futrell, her mother, Mrs.
Bruce Futrell, and her motherin-law to be, Mrs Joseph C
Conley.
Games were played with
prizes being won by Mrs.
Joseph Conley, Mrs June
Turner, and Miss Sharon Davis.
Refreshments of cake and
punch were served from a
beautifully appointed table
covered with lace over yellow
and
an
centered
with
arrangement of green and white
roses in a crystal vase complimented on each side by spiral
candles in crystal holders.
The gift table was covered
with a gold damask cloth
Forty-five persons were present
or sent gifts.

The bride was lovely in a
formal length gown of pearl
white silk organza over bridal
taffeta, featuring a victorian
neckline, round sheer yoke and
Long full bishop sleeves accented with bands of nottingharn lace.
She wore a matching mantilla
attached to a carnelot crown
designed especially for her
gown Her bouquet was of white
daisies and pink roses with
baby's breath and greenery,
tied with pink satin ribbons
tied in love knots.
Miss Judy Prescott was the
bride's only attendant. She wore
a floor length gown of spring
pink poly chiffon over taffeta.
The empire bodice was
designed
with
victorian
neckline fashioned with matching venice lace. The full
sleeves were accented at the
cuffs with an applique pattern
of lace.
She wore a white lace hat with
a pink satin band. Her bouquet
was of pink daisies tied with
pink satin ribbon.
Kenneth Hodord of Murray,
friend of the groom, served as
SMITH BOY
best man. Danny Futrell,
Mr and Mrs. Terry Smith of
brother of the bride, was the Murray Route One are the
usher and was assisted by parents of a baby boy, Brian
Eddie Keith Turner, cousin of Ray, weighing nine pounds
the bride, in lighting the candles fourteen ounces, born on
preceding the ceremony.
Tuesday, February 27, at 9 05
at
Murraythe
Miss Vicki Lynn Turner, p.m
cousin of the bride, kept the Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
bridal register.
Gunner's Clean up Shor
Mrs. Futrell chose to wear for Murray.
her daughters wedding a beige
Grandparents are Mr and
double knit dress with brown Mrs. Noel Smith of New Consuede trim. Her accessories cord and Mr. and Mrs. Shirley
were brown and she wore a Nance of Murray Route One.
corsage of white carnations
Great grandparents are Mr.
tipped with brown.
and Mrs. Bob Hubbs of Murray
The bride's grandmother, and Mr. and Mrs. J C. Nance
Mrs. Bertie Futrell, was attired of Bell City.

DEAR ME: Ask the lawyer who handled your divorce,
i've never beard of "annulling" a divorce. You may have
to wait until your divorce is final before you're free to
marry again.
DEAR ABBY When a wife complained because her
husband was turned on by the sight of beautiful women in
pictures, movies, in person, etc., you said those feelings
were natural for a man and he should not be made to feel
guilty
Well, its natural for a woman to feel jealous when she
sees her husband enjoying the beauty of other women,
especially when the wife herself is not so generously endowed. So she shouldn't feel guilty about her feelings either
If a man is smart he will forego the pleasure of looking
at other women when he's with his wife. It will pay off,
believe me Just last night ray husband took me out for
dinner, and at a nearby table wasa beautiful girl, provocatively dressed Her tight-fitting, low-cut gown showed off
her best features, and as if that wasn't enough she had a
slit in her skirt which revealed a lovely leg right up to her
thigh Every other husband in the place couldn't take his
eyes off this girl. My husband gave her one glance, and
pretended she wasn't even there for the rest of the evening.
When we got home, believe me, I gave him a night to
remember' I'll bet all the other husbands got was the cold
shoulder
LUCKY
DEAR LUCKY: Mow e• yes know?

DVANCE SPRING SAVINGS

Colors
• All New Spring
50% Cotton
•50% Polyester, Quality
•45" wide, First last
yards
•While 1,500

ONLY R941101 HOUSE
GIVES IOU
A WRITTEN &ARMOR
W LOWER FWD

LOWEST PRICE
GUARANTEE

WE SELL
LOWER BECAUSE
WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
Paris, Tn.

•
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Those visiting him the past
week are as follows: Boyd
Lanipkins, Mrs. Thelma Gately, Bra. and Mrs. Herman
Mr. and Mrs. John
to attend the preaching service Roberson,
Steele, Mr and Mrs. Max Dale,
Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. Edd Hudson,
Charlotte Harrington, Tony
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Hertis
Crews, Mrs. Judy Herndon and
Teresa, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M.
Orr, and son, Rickie, Miss

▪ Several Visitors In Homes Here Recently; Bra Sykes Improving
▪ a
By Mrs. R.D. Key.
February 24, 1973
C.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt,
CIO Gauger and Guy,from Nashville
spent the weekend with the
Glynn Orr's in Puryear. Other
visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn M. Orr and son, Rickie.
Mrs. Terry Sills, Mrs. Myrtle
Vandyke, and Tom Wilson spent
• Thursday with Mrs. Ella Moms
and Mrs. Jessie Paschall
Bro. and Mrs. Vaden visited
Mr and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
C Thursday night.,
Miss Charlotte Harrington
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Sykes and son,
Tony.

..c

C

C

C

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt,
Mrs. Mike Jenkins and Mrs.
Gloria Jenkins visited Mrs. Ella
Morris Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins spent
Tuesday night with Mr. and
Mrs Hubert Marshall in Paris.
Mr and Mrs. Mike Jenkins
spent the weekend with the
Morris Jenkins'.

Jenkins and Morris and Mike
Jenkins visited Mrs. Ella
Morris Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vaden
and children and Mrs. Carol
McNutt and children visited
Bro. and Mrs. Vaden Sunday.

Peggy Cornwell, Mr. and Mrs.
Nulys Lankford, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallirnore, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Wyatt and son, Guy, Mr.
and Mrs. Lunie Holland, Mrs.
Frances Odom, Mrs. Kay Foust

Prices Good Sat., Sun., Mon., March 3, 4, 5

SPRINGTIME SPECIAL!
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Macks&eke's- 1199
CIRCULAR SAW
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Outstanding spring value
in a general purpose
saw' 1 HP motor. Safetyapproved for 7'4" and
6Yi" blades. Exhaust
keeps sawdust away from
cutting line.
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FOUNTAIN OF MU/ICC --The Uncoin Center Mara fountain forms backdrop for Naw--York City Opera tenor John Stewart, who studies musical score in sunshine
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Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
in the home of Mrs. One
Kuykenctall, Daniel Paschall
Mrs. Charlie Wicker spent a and Carol Boyd Friday affew days in Henry County ternoon. Mrs. Denial Paschall
Hospital for tests last week. She recently had surgery in Murray
Hospital.
returned home Friday.
Bro. Warren Sykes is imRalph
Mrs
Mr. and
his hopes to be back in
proving
Mrs.
a,,d
Gallimore, Mr.
Gaylon Morris and grand- church soon Bro. Phelps fills
daughter Michelle, Mrs. Bertie the pulpit for him. He was able

I'

and Cindy, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburn Martin and grandson,
Chris, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Wicker, Mrs. Dougals Vandyke,
Mrs. Lorene Smith and Mrs
Wattie Taylor.
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Now you have your choice 01
any item for 97C each'
A. Oblong Baking Dish
11" x rh" x 1a."
B. Loaf Dish. 9" x 5" x 3"
C. 8" Square Cake Dish
D. 9'/i" Pie Plate
E. 1 -Qt. I quid Measure

Not exactly as pictured

3 quart
CORN POPPER
Aluminum bowl, glass lid, cool
black plastic handles and feet

4"

MALLORY TWIN PACK CASSETTES
Reg. 1.49

.r;

Record your music yourself
on these 60 minute casset'es. Great buy at Big K!

DECORATOR
RUGS
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Large assortment of styles and colors
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.
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21" x35"

Values to 3.95

26"x45"

Values to 5.95

8-TRACK TAPES
OR LP ALBUMS
199
,-49. 3.99
Your choice of
favorite artists!

48" x72'-----Values to 9.95
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STYLE 2637

GOLF-STYLE
BOYS JACKET

woommaiarqsam
ino

33

•

Reg. 5.99

••

24°

Ideal for now or weather yet to
come' Water repellent, 100°.
nylon jacket with zip front,
pockets, snap neck. Sizes 8 to
18 in sharp colors.

MENS
, SPORT
SHIRTS

*

Values
to 49.99

Choose from a selection of
our best auto tape players!

am.

4
*

8-TRACK CAR
TAPE PLAYER

4+

if
66
4+
4
SPECIAL
4
g. .3.99
PURCHASE!
4+
4
MENS CHUKKA
*
Short sleeve sport shirts for
*
a more casual wardrobe'
Waffle
stomping
Pockets, pearlized buttons.
* 700 soles, leather trfm.
*
Sizes S. M and L in blue,
7
Sizes
to
tan.
11.in
t
gold, rose and mint.
4+ Reg. 9.92.
eleintnie Morbar
*
4 +1'
4*
*
44
4+
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Sat
14
4+
=BM
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
1)(1PPe
Sundays
1-6
7534777
Mayfield, Ky.:
*Murray Hwy.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Extremely exciting and delightful to wear
everywhere, our dolman sleeve dress from
the Nardis collection. Tr -tone 100%
Polyester doubleknit in Navy with White
sleeves or White with Navy Sleeves, both
banded in Red. 6 to 16
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Model DS-120
DYN ALL
TRANSISTOR
106'

RADIO
Compare at '19.88
Solid State AC/DC

12"
•

••••
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Kentucky Poor Find
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Three
years ago, Robert Ellis, nine,
starved to death in Louisville.
Although nothing nearly as
tragic as a little boy dying of
malnutrition has occurred in
recent months to shock and
touch the hearts of Kentuckians
as did the death
of Robert
Ellis, poor people across the
state find that hunger still
exists.
Although some
330,000
Kentuckians are now receiving
food stamsp Depanment of
Economic Security staff personnel estimate an additional
528,000 persons with incomes
below the poverty level.
For many of the poor, food
stamps have become a
lifesaver, but all too many
times the food stamp program
only solves a part of the
problem. One of its biggest
criticisms is that it doesn't
allow enough for a person to eat
properly.
The elderly are a particular
group of people for whom
malnutrition is an often
overlooked and complicated
problem. Some, isolated by
their own fear, ignorance and
proverty, are lonely, unwanted
and unloved vistims of hunger.
Social workers in Breathitt
County not long go found an old
lady living on one banana a
day. A priest in Louisville
visited an elderly woman who
had only a can of lard in her
refrigerator of which she ate a
spoonful a day.

01
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Hunger And

Malnutrition Still Exist

Two elderly sisters in JefGrace Steiner, director of
ferson County would rather beg volunteers for the Red CMGS In
for a few days from neighbors, Kentucky,
realized
the
and go hungry the rest of the necessity to get out and contact
week, than accept the efforts of these people. She initiated what
a social worker to get them on she calls "Phase II" or home
food stamps.
visitations.

Today

Perhaps the White House
Conference on Aging can be
credited with taking the first
step toward alleviating this
malnourished condition among
the elderly.
Last August, Project Find
came into Kentucky. With it
came hundreds of volunteers to
seek out the elderly and assist
them in signing up for food
stamp benefits.

"We- needed volunteers who
were willing to make home
visits, who were willing to
really talk to these people who
hadn't been able to get into our
offices," she explained.

Of the 57,000 persons 65 and
wer receiving public assistance,
only 30 to 35 per cent were
participating in the food stamp
program.

"Aside trom explaining how
to apply for food assistance,"
said Terry Laun, staff instructor, "The volunteers will
need to play an even bigger role
in the program."
-They must try to give these
people a feeling of security.
They must listen well and try to
understand what these people
are saying, feeling and
thinking."

"It is
in my particular
division where we find the staff
and the volunteers who are
more oriented to this kind of
volunteer work. They are accustomed
to dealing with
fzuniles in crisis," she said.

Eight
volunteers
were
recruited to participate in intensive training conducted by
staff instructors from economic
security.

Over600 Red Cross volunteers were recruited to contact
the elderly, explain the
program, determine eligibility
and help fill out applications.
'They also arranged for
sportation to get them WI
local offices to sign up.
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Welfare

Transferred
MUSic

LEGAL NOTI('E

TUNING-RepairPIANO
rebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Pca W Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 7538911.
TFC

In accordance with Kentucky
Ford said the Dept. of Child
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
Welfare residential population
25.200: Notice is hereby given
has decreased approximately 40
that a report of FINAL setper cent of capacity. Two
tlement of accounts was on
reasons were given--new
February 26, 1973, filed by John
emphasis on community-based
K Crawford, Executor of the
care, and the acquisition of new
PIANO TUNING and Repair. estate of Minnie Parker
facilities.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered Crawford, deed and that the
Child Welfare Commissioner craftsman Piano Technician same has been approved by the
Evans Tracy explained that Guild,
TEC Calloway County Court and orwith the elimination of the two
dered filed to lie over for exunits plus attention to new
ceptions.
Any person desiring to
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS: 2
specialized programs, full
file any exception thereto will do
Fender
basement
amplifiers,
1
population can be achieved with
so on or before March 26, 1973 or
the remaining 11 state centers. custom 100 amplifiers, with 8 be forever barred.
speakers, 2 microphones and
Witness-my hand this 26 day of
The move will permit the stands, 1 electric piano-organ, 1
Dept. of Corrections to utilize console piano. Telephone after February, 1973.
By Marvin Harris
M2p
the Harlan site, and the Parks 500 p.m. 753-6922.
County Court Clerk, Calloway;
Department to take over the
County, Kentucky
Barkley area. "Both agencies
By: Judith Ainley,
have indicated a need for added
ITP4
It You
space and facilities,” Ford said,
"and this makes it possible
without additional purchase of
In accordance with Kentuckyi
Please Phone
Land and buildings."
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
The Governor also directed
25.2130: Notice is hereby given
Your
'
.
the Dept. of Finance and Adthat a 'report of FINAL set--.
ministration, the Dept. of
tlement of accounts was on
Personnel, and part of his
February' 26, 1973 filed by Earliet
reorganizational staff to begin
G. Scarbrough, Administrator of
technical assistance to Child
the estate of John J. Scarbrough,
If No Results:
Welfare
internal
as
dec'd and that the same has been
reorganization begins.
Phone
approved by the Calloway County
"Our objective is the perCourt and ordered filed to lie over
manent
streamlining
of
for exceptions. Any person
programs rather than stop-gap
Before 5:00 p.m.,
desiring to file any exception
measures which have been tried
thereto will do so or before
Then
in the past," Tracy said.
March 26, 1973, or be forever
"Stop-gap measures have
After 5:30 p.m. and
barred.
worked for only a short while,
Witness my hand this 26 day
ultimately becoming a costly
Until 6:30 p.m.
February, 1973.
burden to the taxpayers without
By Marvin Harris,
rendering effective services,"
County Court Clerk, Calloway
he declared.
-.County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
1TP

Miss Your Paper

The number of homes served
had reached one million in
1951-when the average home in
the region used 3,600 kilowatthours of electricity and paid an
average rate of 1.38 cents a
kWh Last year the average
home used four times as much
electricity and paid a lower
average rate than in 1951.

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

753-7278

Your Individual Horoscope

7'e

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200:Notice is herby given that.
a report of FINAL settlement of.
accounts was on February 26,
1973 filed by Joe Jackson,
Executor of the estate of Pearl'
Woodall, Dec'd and that the same,
has been approved by theCalloway County Court and or.
dered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before March 26, 1973 ot+,
be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26 day 4
February, 1973.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk, Calloirai
county. Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.
1
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Two Million
Homes Using
TVA Power

During the three-day session,
"There has never been a
The Public Assistance staff Laun told the group: "You will
trained the volunteers in be going into the home, ex- project similar to Project
correct procedures for filling plaining the program, in- Find," she continued. "It was
The number of homes served
out the food stamp forms.
terviewing,
getting
the the first time that the American
Red Cross ever entered into a by TVA power distributors
information4
necessary
and
Although most of the counues
joint responsibility with a public passed the 2 million level in
have completed the project, bringing it back to the local agency. Together two agencies 1972, the agency reports_ Total
Louisville Is still faced with a office."
matched up the willing hands residential customers on the
backlog of some 500 cases who
James Randall and Linda with the task that needed to be region's 160 local electric
have not yet been readied.
systems increased by more
Hodges, two field placement done in Louisville."
than 72,000 during they year to a
new high of 2,027,244.

C

yourself
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Department Of Child

students from the Kent School Facilities To Be
of Social Work in Louisville, will
be on hand if any problems
arise with the volunteers.
Iwo Dept. of Child Welfare
facilities will be transferred to
"Our job is to make ourselves
other agencies for different
available to the volunteers for
uses, Gov. Wendell Ford anprofessional help and if needed
to do follow-up case studies," nounced today.
Responsible departments
explained Randall.
involved have been directed by
Laun feels the volunteers are the Governor to effect procedan answer to catching up with ures which will phase out
the backlog in Jefferson the Pine Mountain Boys' Camp
County. "Volunteers have in Harlan County and the
always been used on a very Barkley Boys' Camp in Marlimited basis, mostly as shall County.
clerical help. They have never
Roth moves have been made
this possible with the opening of the
in
been employed
Northern Kentucky Reception
capacity," he said.
Center for boys and girls) in
Marguerite Hume, director of Kenton
County and the Green
services to military familes for River Boys' Camp in Butler
the Red Cross, recruited the
County.
eight home visitation volunteers.

TWIN
ETTES

Reg. 1.49
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Residential ulsr averaged
14,560 kWh for 1972. turning
upward in the last half of the
year after a two-year
Lag
attributed by WA to a combination of mild weather,
economic factors, and a
campaign to encourage consumers to use electricity more
efficiently. Average main 1970
was 14,620 kWh.

FOR SATURDAY. MARCH 3, 1973

Look in the section in which
Personal relationships should
your birthday conies and find be highly congenial now In
what your outlook is, according fact, some of your brighter and
to the stars
more amusing companions
could give you some stimulating
ARIES
ideas.
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) fir/A
Place your confidence in hard V IR90
facts rather than "feelings" I Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
and, in diacusikins with others,
Be prudent, of course, but
This January's cold weather
don't be overimaginative You don't pinch pennies where
and the resulting jump in
could read too much into their spending is warranted. There
electric heating demands point
words.
ARE times when stretching the
to increased home use in 1973,
TAURUSbudget pays off.
WA said Power sales
in
, Apr 21 to May
21)LIBRA
January were 21 percent
Planetary restrictions lift ( Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
higher than January a year ago,
now and you can safely conSome difficulties possible, but
and the TVA system generated
clude negotiations, agreenaents you can avoid most if you will
more than 10 billion kilowatt- of
any kind. Romance and keep away from excitable folks
In accordance with Kentucky.
hours of electricttra record for creative interests also favored
who leave you emotionally Statutes, Sections 25.195, and
a single month.
drained. Spend time pursuing a 25.200 Notice is hereby given
GEMINI
The average residential rate
hobby that's fun
May 22 to June 21,
that a report of FINAL se*
for 1972 in the TVA area was
Propitious influences SCORPIO
tlement of accounts was air
1.27 cents a kilowatt-hour the dominate now, but you will
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
February 26, 1973 filed by
same as for 1971. It is expected accomplish much more through
Don't let friends persuade you Richard R. Smith & F.R. McKee!,
to rise to about 1.35 cents this teamwork than going it alone
to spend too much on en- Co. Executors of the estate
year,since an additional charge This is usually difficult for the tertainment. By mid-week,
Goldia McKeel Curd, deed and
of XII of a cent per kWh took Geminian but, at times, it has you'd regret it. Otherwise, all
that the same has been approved
its merits
effect in January.
should go well.
by the Calloway County Court
SAGITTARIUS
and ordered filed to lie over for
'The average last year in this CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 40
0 ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 2H
exceptions Any person desiring
region was less than 60 percent
You now have a chance to to file any exception
Mixed influences. In business,
thereto will
of the national level, WA don't
depend on promises and create a truly great impression do so on or before March 26, 1973,
reported. During 1972,
of
yourself.
Don't
lose
out
by
don't make binding agreements
nationwide average residential yourself On the personal side, flouting copvention or otherwise or be forever barred
Witness my hand this 26 day of
rate rose from 2.19 to about 2.79 stars favor romance and family being indiscreet.
February, 1973
cents a kWh, reflecting rising concerns
CAPRICORN
By Marvin Harris
costs of electric power
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
LEO
operations across the country.
If intuition strongly dictates, County Court Clerk, Calloway
( July 24 to Aug 231 444
now's the time to start making County, Kentucky
concrete plans for that new, By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
venture. Don't launch until mid—
1TP
MOM,'to Yesterd. s Puzzle
week, however
AQUARIUS
ACROSS
4 Take one s part
In accordance with Kentucky
5 Chief executive
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
Possesses
6 Sun end
Unexpected
1
complications 25.200: Notice is hereby given
4 Small shoot
7 Possessive
Iiirl
de 20
9 Everyone
pronoun
T
may call for a sudden change in that a report of FINAL set12 Anglo Sawn
8 Outfit
liki Gip
travel plans. Don't fret. Trip, as
money
9 Residue
iso
l NI
01:1151 0 PIC1 arranged, could have been tlement of accounts was on
13 Angry
10 Confederate
February 21, 1973 filed by Daniel
ENE
ODO 00010(4
14 Bishopric
general
disappointing.
15 Determine
11 French plural
BOMM 0000
C. Knouff, Executor of the estate
17 Bands worn
article
PISCES
UM III
OMUM DU
of Gwendolyn Knouff, Deed and
around waist
16 Electrified
1Feb
MO
to
Mar 201
20
:MOM 130M
19 Elacteriologrst's
perm*
001DWOOMOODUOM
Your intuition was right. A that the same has been approved
wire
18 Denude .
DODO OWIA: MMIDO
21 Football
20 Goal
message front-someone "in the by the Calloway County Cowl
position
22 Pierces
know"
confirms your own and ordered filed to lie over for
(abbr.)
Article,of
23
22 Men's
39 World
fumnung
49 Pronoun
beliefs. Act promptly on in- exceptions. Any person desiring
nickname
24 Paid notice
organization
50 riteb card
ot file any exception thereto will
formation received.
25 A state
(inn )
26 Dissenter
Si Operiwor fah/ ir
do so on or before March 26, 1773
('bar)
28 (sclamatron
40 Before
52 Cover
27 AniefirATL
Sal Woburn
79 Orotrong ad of 4I- Neer.. YOU BURN. TODAY are or be forever barred.
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Those visiting him the past
week are as follows: Boyd
Lanipkuis, Mrs. Thelma Gately, Bro. and Mrs. Herman
Roberson, Mr. and Mrs. John
to attend the preaching service
Steele, Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale,
Sunday.
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North Fork News . .

Several Visitors In Homes Here Recently; Bra Sykes Irnilmul
By Mrs. R.D. Key
February 24, 1973
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt,
Ginger and Guy,from Nashville
spent the weekend with the
Glynn Orr's in Puryear. Other
visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn M. Orr and son, Rickie.
Mrs. Terry Sills, Mrs. Myrtle
Vandyke,and Tom Wilson spent
Thursday with Mrs. Ella Morris
and Mrs. Jessie Paschall.
Bro. and Mrs. Vaden visited
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M Orr
Thursday night.
Miss Charlotte Harrington
went the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Sykes and son,
Tony.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt,
Mrs. Mike Jenkins and Mrs.
Gloria Jenkins visited Mrs. Ella
Morris Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. I3ertie Jenkins spent
Tuesday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Marshall in Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Jenkins
spent the weekend with the
Morris Jenkins'.

Jenkins and Morris and Mike
Jenkins visited Mrs Ella
Morris Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vaden
and children and Mrs Carol
McNutt and children visited
Bro. and Mrs. Vaden Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Edd Hudson,
Charlotste Harrington, Tony
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Hertis
Crews, Mrs. Judy Herndon and
Teresa, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M.
Orr, and son, Ftickie, Miss

Peggy Cornwell, Mr. and Mrs.
Nulys Lankford, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Wyatt and son, Guy, Mr.
and Mrs. Lunie Holland, Mrs.
Frances Odom, Mrs. Kay Foust

and Cindy, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburn Martin and grandson,
Chris, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Wicker, Mrs. Dougals Vandyke,
Mrs. Lorene Smith and Mrs
Wattle Taylor.
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Mrs. Jessie Paschall visaed
in the home of Mrs. One
Kuykendall, ,Daniel Paschall
Mrs. Charlie Wicker spent a and Carol Boyd Friday affew days in Henry County ternoon. Mrs. Darnel Paschall
Hospital for tests last week. She recently had surgery in Murrav
Hospital.
returned home Friday.
Bro. Warren Sykes is imRalph
Mrs.
Mr. and
Gallimore, Mr. alid Mrs. proving his hopes to be back in
Gaylon Morris and grand- church soon. Bro Phelps fills
daughter Michelle, Mrs. Bertie the pulpit for him. He was able
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SPRINGTIME SPECIAL!

Blacks Decker
CIRCULAR SAW
Outstanding spiing value
in a general purpose
saw' 1 HP motor. Safety4" and
/
approved for 71
blades. Exhaust
6Y2"
keeps sawdust away from
cutting line.

•
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FOUNTAIN OF MUSIC— The Lincoln Center Plaza fountain forms backdrop
musical score in sunshine
York City Opera toxic Jahn Stewart, who studies
_
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Model 7301

PYREX WARE
ASSORTMENT

,

.

••
Reg.

Now you have your choice o'
any item for 97e eacht
A. Oblong Baking Dish
"x 1 "
11 ' x 7Y)
B. loaf Dish, 9" x 5" x 3'
C. 8" Square Cake Dish
D. 9'/i" Pie Plate
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Not exactly as pictured

3 quart

CORN POPPER

t

4111. fa;

Aluminum bowl, glass lid, coi,,
black plastic handles and feet

E. 1 -qt. Liquid Measure

4"

4+

MALLORY TWIN
PACK CASSETTES

8

Reg. 1.49

Record your music yourself
on these 60 minute cassettes. Great buy at Big K! -

DECORATOR
•
•
RUGS
Large assortment of styles and colors.
Slight irregulars, waffled foam backing

'

4+
4+

Polaroid 108 Color

FILM

4+
Memories are fun
to remember with
rn ,or
pictures.

391

21" x35"

Values to 3.95

26" x45"

Values to 5.95

48"x72:

4+
4+

,4 eg• 3.99
Your choice of
favorite artists!

Values to 9.95

4

your

GOLF-STYLE
BOYS JACKET

L'k; TrInii

4+
4+

a

199

33
4+
4+

8-TRACK TAPES
OR LP ALBUMS

s
'
Bargain Center

TOOL
ASSORTMENT

97'

8-TRACK CAR
TAPE PLAYER

Reg. 5.99

24°

Ideal for now or weather yet to
come' Water repellent; 1-00°0
nylon racket with zip front,
pockets, snap neck. Sizes 8 to
18 in sharp colors.

A large ..,,ection
for the handyman
around your home.

Values
to 49.99

Choose from a selection ot
our best auto tape players'

Reg. 1.49

MENS
SPORT
SHIRTS
STYLE 2637
Extremely exciting and delightful to wear
everywhere, our dolman sleeve dress from
Tr -tone 100%
the Nardis collection.
Polyester doubleknit in Navy with White
sleeves or White with Navy Sleeves, both
6 to 16
Red.

banded in

4*
4*

elenunie 3$orban
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SPECIAL
PURCHASE!
MENS CHUKKA

100

Model DS-120
DYN ALL
TRANSISTOR

RADIO
Compare at '19.88
Solid State AC/DC

Waffle
stomping
soles, leather trim.
Sizes 7 to It in tan.

Short sleeve Sport shirtS for
a more Casual wardRiiiiii Pockets, pearlized buttons.
Sizes S, M and L in blue,
gold, rose and Mint.

Reg. 9.99

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
753-8777
We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

BANKAMEAIICARO

12"

•

RCH 1, 1973
r. and Mrs.
and grandson,
Mrs. Charlie
gals Vandyke,
in and Mrs
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Kentucky Poor Find Hunger And Malnutrition Still Exist Today
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Three
years ago, Robert Ellis, nine,
starved to death in Louisville.
Although nothing nearly as
tragic as a little boy dying of
malnutrition has occurred in
recent months to shock and
touch the hearts of Kentuckians
of Robert
as did the death
Ellis, poor people across the
state find that hunger still
exists.
Although some
330,000
Kentuckians are now receiving
food stamsp Depaigment of
Economic Security staff personnel estimate an additional
528,000 persons with incomes
below the poverty level.
For many of the poor, food
stamps have become a
lifesaver, but all too many
times the food stamp program
only solves a part of the
problem. One of its biggest
criticisms is that it doesn't
allow enough for a person to eat
properly.
The elderly are a particular
group of people for whom
malnutrition is an often
overlooked and complicated
problem. Some, isolated by
their own fear, ignorance and
proverty, are lonely, unwanted
and unloved vistirns of hunger.
Social workers in Breathitt
County not long go found an old
lady living on one banana a
day. A priest in Louisville
visited an elderly woman who
had only a can of lard in her
refrigerator of which she ate a
spoonful a day.

Two elderly sisters in Jefferson County would rather beg
for a few days from neighbors,
and go hungry the rest of the
week, than accept the efforts of
a social worker to get them on
food stamps_

Grace Sterner, director of
volunteers for the Red Cross in
Kentucky,
realized
the
necessity to get out and contact
these people. She initiated what
she calla ''Phase II" or home
visitations.

mat
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students from the Kent School
of Social Work in Louisville, will
be on hand if any problems
arise with the volunteers.

Department Of Child Welfare
Facilities To Be Transferred
MUSIC

LEGAL NOTICE

TUNING—RepairPIANO
rebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 7538911
TFC

In accordance with Kentucky
Ford said the Dept. of Child
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
Welfare residential population
"Our job is to make ourselves
25.200: Notice is hereby given
has decreased approximately 40
available to the volunteers for
that a report of FINAL setper cent of capacity. Two
if needed
Perhaps the -White House
tlement of accounts was on
"We needed volunteers who professional help and
reasons were given—new
Conference on Aging can be were willing to make home to do follow-up case studies,"
February 28, 1973, filed by John '
emphasis on community-based
explained Randall.
credited with taking the first visits, who were
K Crawford, Executor of the '
care, and the acquisition of new
willing to
step toward alleviating this really talk to these
PIANO TUNING and Repair. estate of Minnie Parker
facilities
people who
Laun feels the volunteers are
malnourished condition among hadn't been able to get
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered Crawford, dec'd and that the
into our an answer to catching up with
the elderly.
Child Welfare Commissioner craftsman Piano Technician same has been approved by the
offices," she explained.
the backlog in Jefferson
Last August, Project Find
Evans Tracy explained that Guild.
TFC Calloway County Court and orCounty. "Volunteers have
Eight
volunteers
were
with the elimination of the two
came into Kentucky. With it
dered filed to lie over for exalways
on
been
a
very
used
recruited
to
participate in inunits plus attention to new
came hundreds of volunteers to
ceptions. Any'person desiring to r,
as
mostly
basis,
limited
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS:
2
specialized programs, full
seek out the elderly and assist tensive training conducted by clerical help. They have never
file any exception thereto will do
them in signing up for food staff instructors from economic been employed
population can be achieved with Fender basement amplifiers, 1 so on or before March 26, 1973 or
this
in
custom
100
amplifiers,
with
8
security.
stamp benefits.
the remaining 11 state centers.
capacity," he said.
speakers, 2 microphones and be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 26 day of
"Aside trom explaining how
Of the 57,000 persons 65 and
stands, 1 electric piano-organ, 1
move
will
the
The
permit
Marguerite Hume,director of
February, 1973.
wer receiving public assistance, to apply for food assistance,"
console
piano.
Telephone
Dept.
of
after
Corrections
to
utilize
services to military (similes for
By Marvin Harris
only 30 to 35 per cent were said Terry -Latin, staff inM2P
the Harlan site, and the Parks 5 -00p m 753-8922
the Red Cross, recruited the
County Court Clerk, Calloway.4
structor,
—The
volunteers
will
participating in the food stamp
Department
to
take
over
the
County, Kentucky
need to play an even bigger role eight home visitation volunprogram.
Barkley area "Both agencies
teers.
By: Judith Ainley,
in the program."
have
indicated a need for added
Over 600 Red Cross volun1TFt4
If You
"It is
in
space
my
particular
and
facilities,"
Ford
said,
teers were recruited to contact
"They must try to give these
division
where
possible
'and
we
find
this
it
the
makes
staff
Paper
the elderly, explain the people a feeling of security.
without additional purchase of
program, determine eligibility They must listen well and try to and the volunteers who are
In accordance with Kentucky
Please Phone
land and buildings,"
and help fill out applications. understand what these people more oriented to this kind of
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and •
The Governor also directed
They also arranged for tran- are saying, feeling and volunteer work. They are ac25.200 Notice is hereby given "
Your
customed
the Dept. of Finance and Adto dealing with
sportation to get them to the
that a report of FINAL set--.
fannies in crisis," she said.
ministration, the Dept of
local offices to sign up.
tlement of accounts was on
Personnel, and part of his
During the three-day session,
February 26, 1973 filed by Earlia#
"There has never been a
reorganizational staff to begin
The Public Assistance staff Latin told the group: "You will
G. Scarbrough, Administrator of
technical assistance to Child
trained the volunteers in be going into the home, ex- project similar to Project
the estate of John J. Scarbrough,
If No Results:
Welfare
internal
89
correct procedures for filling plaining the program, in- Find," she continued. "It was
dec'd and that the same has been
number
of
The
homes
served
the
first
time
that
the
American
reorganizauon
begins.
Phone
out the food stamp forms.
terviewing,
getting
the
approved by the Calloway County
Red Cross ever entered into a by TVA power distributors
"Our objective is the perCourt and ordered filed to Ile over
Although most of tne counues necessary information, and joint responsibility with a public passed the 2 million level in manent
streamlining
of
for exceptions. Any person,have completed the project, bringing it badt to the local agency. Together two agencies 1772, the agency reports. Total programs rather
than stop-gap
Before 5:00 p.m.,
desiring to file any exception:
.
Louisville is still faced with a office."
matched up the vrilling hands residential customers on the measures which have been tried
thereto
will do so or before'
backlog of some 500 cases who
region's
160 local electric in the past," Tracy said.
Then
James Randall and Linda with the task that needed to be
bMarred
arch . 25, 1973, or be forester
have riot yet been reached.
systems increased by more
"Stop-gap measures have
Hodges, two field placement done in Louisville."
After 5:30 p.m. and
•
than 72,000 during they year to a worked for only a short while,
Witness my hand this 28 day
new high of 2,077,244.
ultimately becoming a costly
Until 6:30 p.m.
February, 1973.
The number of homes served burden to the taxpayers without
By Marvin Harris,
had reached one million in rendering effective services,"
Court Clerk, Calloway
County
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Indian
you get Ma rtglaf forecast tor your
Two Dept. of Child Welfare
facilities will be transferred to
other agencies for different
uses, Gov. Wendell Ford announced today.
Responsible departments
involved have been directed by
the Governor to effect procedures which will oh,ase out
the Pine Mountain Boys' Camp
in Harlan County and the
Barkley Boys' Camp in Marshall County.
Both moves have been made
possible with the opening of the
Northern Kentucky Reception
Center (for boys and girls) in
Kenton County and the Green
River Boys' Camp in Butler
County.
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wANT.ADs

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR RENT
FURNISHED 2 bedroom house
with garage, one block from
University, $125 per month.
MX
Phone 753-6133.

Mt RR"

SERVICES OFFERED

"THE BUG DOCTOR"

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .

PRODUCE

OPENING FEB. 27th

VW SPECIALISTS

FURNISHED HOUSE, one block
from university. Phone 753-7575
M2C
or 753-0669.
K

TWO OVAL shaped braided rugs,
84t.:11102' and 14':18'. Multiple
colors of green, grey, orange and
beige. Like new. Phone 753M3C
3732.

ousouteummumnmeucuummouseuupumnammoumPln

14' CHEROKEE fiberglass
fishing boat,35 H.P. electric start
Evinrude motor and trailer. Good
condition. Phone 492-8706 or 492M3P
8483.

hours total thne, spare shaft and preps, 6.5 KW Onan
generator, a electric galley, air conditioned, electric crown
head, VHF abd FM Radio, CB Radio, power hailer centrey
system, depth finder, air horns, spot light, automatic batters
charger, always been in cost-red slip, emaculate, docked at
Barkley Lake, fully carpted and draped.

FOR SALE

1
3
1
42' HOUSE BOAT
3
1970 Gibson;all fiberglass, twin Z25 Chrysler Vee-drives, 275

$19,995
fix

For Approved Veterans all the way
• back through World War II. We are
•DUPLEX, TWO bedrooms,
utility room. Available March 15. $ not just talking, we're doing it at . . .
Carpeting, stove and refrigerator
furnished. Phone 753-9151 before 0
5:00 p.m. or 753-5717 after 5:00 0
M6C
p.m.
/
3900 So. Beltline
APARTMENTS, p
FURNISHED THREE room 0
apartment, prefer married 0
NIX 0
couples. Phone 753-6524.

3
3

Phone (812) 867-6364

TV TOWERS

TWO-2000 watt room electric
heaters; G.E. electric range, 40"
Make us an offer. Phone 753M7C
0831.
Ida 1•10
C, 19,1

All Your Antenna Needs
If you pay kyl price somewhere else, you get
cheaper merchandise!

Seel
• •

SELLING ALL my cattle. Eight
cows and calves, 4 registered and
DON'T YOV GOOD-MORNING ME, MR.
pure bred bulls, three springing
PRICE SPIRALER ."
heifers, one bred heifer, several
extra calves, one good nurse cow
Let Us Show You The Difference
FURNISHED
and four calves. Going at a
AUCTION SALE
FOR SALE
living room, kitchen, bathroom 0
bargain. Must sell. Phone 474Paducah, Kentucky
with shower and bath. One or two 0
1TC
USED BALDVIIN Spinet pianos. 2236.
Apart-0
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Used Baldwin organs. Used
INFORMATION
FOR
COLLECT
CALL
March 3, 10:00 a.m. 412 Memorial
ment,South 16th Street. 753Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo OLD G.E. stove, $25.00. Chair,
0
April •
Drive, Paris, Tennessee at
6609.
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
Piano Company, across from $5.00. 412 South 12th Street, 4:00
Lowe's Grocery. Nice stock of Post
MSC
Office,
Tenn.
Paris,
MX
5:00
WI
Pm:
Pins
111.1110WIL
groceries, pottery, fishing tackle,
FURNISHED TWO bedroom AwILIKILIILIIII\WIL111~111,1
racks, counters, scales, slicer,
trailer, air conditioned, natural(
off on all
freezer box, dairy box, drink box, TEN PERCENT
gas heat. Phone 753-4746 after
large
framing for the month of March FOUR BEDROOM home,
M2P
ice
and
maker
Auctioneers;
5:30p.m.
acre of
1
outbuilding,
and
Spiders
shop
Coldwater
813
Gallery,
The
Shorty McBride-247 and James at
March 14C land. $12,000.00. 1964 Buick
THREE BEDROOM duplex.
E. Travis-278.
M2C Road, Murray
LaSabre $125.00. 1965 Chrysler,
Carpeted, central beet and air.
very nice, $175.00 Phone 436-2458
ARROWHEAD
BULLS or HEIFERS
-IC& URI
$125.00 per month. 'Erica
CAMPER SA1". or 438-5506.
HOUS12.1-KM.D FURNISHINGS
MSC
the
on
1973,
3,
Kentucky
march
Mayfield,
Auction.
753or
753-6200
t_ Monroe. Phone
Saturday,
Highway Travel trailers,
M2C
5600
Roaches
Benton
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
1:00p.m. James R. Hargrove, 915
be pickup camper, toppers. We also HIGH BACK oak chair, high back
to
Ito
.
Murray.
N,
oak bed, china cabinet, duros t'ARTMENT, unGARAGE A
eamPees bY the week cif
auctioned include Kenmore fent
For Further Information
weekend. Call 2474187,or 489- therm gas furnace for mobile
furnished, newly decorated, two
portable dishwasher, Philco 2303
home, 14' Pols Kraft Jon boat, 9's
M3C
bedrooms, living room, and
Washer, Kenmore dryer, Sears
H.P. Evinnide sport twin motor.
kitchen Prefer adults. 503
gas range-excellent condition,
Phone 753-1460, after 5:00
more
M2C
Poplar Phone 753-3342.
Console Color TV-record player- CAPRICE ORGAN. For
MSC Art• **************************
p.m.
AM FM Radio, Black-white, TV, information phone 753-6550.TFNC
Do not be decd.ed ! Termites work 24 hours a day the year
Dining room chest, Dinette set-8
piano.
A HIEN 26'' cut riding lawn
AM-FM STEREO receiver with CONSOLE-SPINET
round... Winter and Summer
chairs. Single Bed, Dresser,
responsible party to
Wanted
mower. If interested phone 753tape
8.track
one
player,
of
pair
Chest, Rocker, Recliner, Table
payment on console
1505 between 1.00 and 9:00
two way air suspension speakers. assume
Nightstand, 6-Piece Bedroom
piano. Can be seen locally.
Several of the world's
M2C
condition. Less than spinet
Excellent
chair,
desk,
Bookcase,
information
suite,
Easy terms. For
finest oust Quiiiy y Air
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
old.
after
year
one
767-3323
Phone
Antique sewing machines,
write Credit Manager, P.O. Box
to
Girnpres ors.
SAFETY SHOES; all occasion
9:00p.m
TFNC
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
Garden Tiller, other items.
11,,r‘p
741,E,ansville,Ind. 47701. MIC
These
poutr.
shoes. Your authorized Mason
clean sale. John Randolph Ftealt THINKING OF first line quality
compressors
remember
Shoe dealer. Phone 436-5894. M6C
& Auction Co., 753-8382.
when you forget, that
carpet? Then check our prices. TWO YEAR old registered Appros ides built in safety
A FARMALL tractor with plow,
Home of
Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple paloosa Stallion. Green broke.
features. Financing
good
disc, cultivator and mowing
March fiC Very
with
FARM MACHINERY, Auction SSreet
gentle,
asailable oyer 3 year
II chine. In top condition. Phone
Saturday, Mardi 3, 1073, 10:
1805 i3th Strepi
,dasposition. Will make evcolleat
Ky.
The Wishing Weil
period.
M2P
753-7560 after 4.30 p.m.
i 14 lia% or Nit.
I'hn.
a.m. Joe Burkeen's Farm JANE'S ATTIC Sale. Old and new western pleasure and halter
Also 2 reconditioned full
treasurers. Every Monday, stallion. Phone 753-7991 after 4 00
Junction of the Van Cleave
20
Over
Years
Operated
Home
and
Owned
TWO-2 bedroom houses, 403
Tuesday, Wednesday, 9.30-5:30. p.m.
TFNC guaranteed Quincy air
and Highway 464. Items to
MOBILE HOME, 1W:38', 1964
• South llth and 407 South 11th.
.
compressors 2 new cheap
turday 1:30-6:00. 104 North
iielettleity
of
State
model, completely furnished
auctioned: 65 Massey F
by
Licensed
$75.00
per
month
each.
low quality competitiye
MING,BIG SALE on at the Craft House
4-14'' Bottorn Massey 13th.
rpeted, air conditioned,
r Member Chamber Ot Commerce Tractor,
Possession immediately Phone
Saturday. type compressors which
thru
Ferguson Plow 8-Ft., Pickup
washer, porch, step and unMonday
Bob Miller, 743-2920.
Puppies,
Mx
Everything marked down. M2C are guaranteed to hate
Massey Ferguson Disc., 2 Row 641 NORTH Pet Shop.
derpinning. Phone 753-9041. M6C
Eskimo spitz, chihuahuas, toy
short life.
Highboy,
Hon
Cultivator,
BABYEXPERIENCED
supand
fish
beagles,
poodles,
EIGHT CAR clean up or body PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
MATERNITY CLOTHES, sizes
1971 SILVER EAGLE Travel
will sit in my home any Michigan Holland, 2 Row tobacco plies Phone 753-1862 or 753shop. Air compressor furnished. carpets, furniture, floors, walls SITTER,
M2C
71t.
Wagon,
Electra
setter,
670
tandem
12 to 14. Phone 753-3387.
wide,
24':8'
Trailer.
M5C
753-6609
March 17C
and specialities services. Call time. Phone
Good location. Phone 753side Winder Bush Hog, 12-Ft. 9457.
wheels, sleeps eight, full bath,
Servicemaster collect 1473018.
English Harrow, 1959, 1L7 ton
15' ALUMINUM boat, motor and
large refrigerator, 46 gallon
7333.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, Chevrolet truck. Tobacco sticks, V BOTTOM aluminum boat, deep water tank, 36 gallon holding
April
M2C
trailer. Phone 753-8072.
also 40 gravel, fill dirt and Tobacco scaffolds, Tractor Seed and wide. Fenton &
tank, 3 closets, 2 tables to serve 10
fit
bRAFTING-To
PATTERN
March2C
topedit Phone Hardin, 354-8138, Sower, 10 gal. Milk can, gas Hodge.
FOR RENT
Ith
LOW MILEAGE 84 ton camper
75:1-30Ih
people, 2-30 pound gas tanks.
any person. Call 753-7513 aft or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
Modern Office Space-624
burner, Emerson Son post hole
M7NC
truck and deluxe camper,
special
753-0722.
!Phone
5:00p.m.
sq. ft.-first floor, central
digger, and miscellaneous items SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 1973.
fully equipped. Gas-electric
BABY
GRAND
piano,
excellent
heating, air, utilities
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Reason for Sale: Ill Sale of odds and ends, several 1957 CHEVROLET, 283 engine, condition. $625.00.
refrigerator with freezer, range
PAINTING EXTERIOR or In- Custom Built Furniture, 8 miles Terms: Cash,
Phone 753Sandalled, parting space.
Needing
Health.
some
good
shower and air con94
Hwy.
on
miles
F100,
2.8
Ford
antiques,
1968
00.
$200
door,
four
For
terior. New or old houses.
7575.
M2C with oven,
If . Interested contact
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. equipment-Here it is
Not East.
ditioner Phone 753-5894, after
lit 10 ply tires, 360 engine, $1225.00.
437free
phone
estimate
Western Dark
Fired
Jerry McCoy, owner. 5021 492- responsibile in case of accident.
M6C
Phone 753-0722.
March 7(• 8837.
4.534
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. 5:00 p.m
Tobacco
Growers
TFC John Randolph Realty & Auction
M6C Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Association,
Tobacco
Company 753-8382.
M2NC ANTIQUE WALNUT marble top
Piano Company, across from
FREE ESTIMATE on stiectic JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Building, 204-208 Maple
dresser. Excellent condition.
Post Office, Paris, Tenn
M2C
tank installation Phone 753Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Phone 753-7753 after 5:00 p.m. M 1969 CHEVROLET pickup, extra
7850
AUTOS
FOR
Phone
SALE
or
days
Ids. 753-3341-3342.
carpentry
753-5897
TEC
speed.
three
clean. 6 cylinder,
753-7825 nights.
TFC
VA LOANS, no down payment for
M2C
Phone 436-2427
FURNISHED two bedroom ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
qualified veteran. 12 years to Opening Sat. Noon
1968 FORD pickup truck. Long
Enduro. Also 1946
MINI
1971
apartment, wall to wall car- Phone Paris, 642-6551.
pay. Drive on out almost to
wheel base, overload springs, jeen phone 43.5
.4555.
TFC
M5P
Hours:
peting, central heat and air.
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
heavy duty shocks, 360 cubic inch
r.
PRE SEASON
Excellent location. Children O.K. FOR ALL your additionsBank financing on soot. Bill's
motor, air conditioning. West
Weekdays 5-9 p.m.
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
No pets. Available March 1. Rent remodeling, residential or
Coast mirrors, tires excellent. 1%8 CHEVELLE, blue Good
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky..
$145.00. Phone 753-4331.
Saturday 12-6 p.m.
March commercial. New or old. Free
Appaloosa
Priced reasonable. Phone 753- condition. Also
MX
443-6150.
28C
2213 or see at 1103 Poplar. M2C stallion, two years old. Phone 753estimates. Call 7534123.
TFC
Saturday Only!
M5P
3594 anytime.
1967 PONTIAC LeMans. A real
For Rent
Complete
Home
Registered
Poodles
AKC
2
Toy
Sale Good Thru March
10%
nice car and in A-1 condition.
Two
HELP WANTED
Bedroom
duplex,
1971 TRIUMPH Bonneville 650
puppies Also two beautiful PeakRemodeling
Phone 436-4366.
MSC
Westwood Subdivision, cenacon
363
Depression
carburetors.
Murray Home &
with dual
a-poo puppies. All are 8 weeks
FREE ESTIMATE
tral air and heat, washer,
condition. Phone
Good
miles.
tual
each
Selling
$45
old.
at
cheap
1970 JAVELIN automatic power
Glass
dryer, dishwasher, stove, AVON HELPS make dreams
Auto Store
M5P
M2C
Call 753-4469.
steering and brakes, air- 753-4066.
refrigerator, drapes and come true! Need extra cash for a
('hestnut St
753-2571
753-0961
conditioned, vinyl top ran be
carpet included. Deposit and dishwasher? An Easter outfit'
seen by calling 767-6252 after 5:00 BLACK ANGUS heifers, fullColor TV? Find out how easy it is
Corner of 4th & Elm
LOFT PILE,free from soil is the
lease required. $140.00
to make money in your spare WILL KEEP one child in my p.m. $2.150
gelding,
carpet
blooded; racking
cleaned
with
Blue
Lustre.
Phase 743-4479 or 743-4421
TFNC
36"
pickup,
for
TOP
long wide
time, as an Avon Represen- home,days. Phone 753-8531. M8C
pleasure or show, five-gaited bed. Paneled, insulated, roll out Rent electric shampooer $1.00.
1972 BUICK Skylark. All power
tative Call: 443-3366, Collect.
stallion; beagle puppies Phone windows with screens 8150.00 Big K. Belaire Shopping CenTHREE BEDROOM doubleand and Air. Light green both with 753-1348 or 753-9390 nights
CLIPPING
POODLE
MSC
1 2C
OFFICE SPACE; two offices March
M3C
Phone 489-2486
M2NC ter.
wide, only $6145.013. Bill's Mobile
grooming. Experienced. Phone dark green vinyl roof, extra
with baths. Phone 753-7850. MIC
Homes, South Beltline Highway,
March 19NC sharp Phone 7534614.
753-4881
7•1"NC
OLOR TV., 19" portable,
WANTED
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443JANITOR,
nights.
nice,
10':42'
HOUSE TRAILER,
1972 SUPER Cheyenne pickup
'ted quantity. While they last,
Apply in person to Mr. Waller at
6150.
M3C
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters MINT CONDITION 1958 Ford with 6,003 miles, air, power 299.95. Roby Sales, Benton,
near University. Available
Paschall Truck Lines.
MX manufactured and installed by
Snort,
March 1. Phone 753-3895 or 753two
or
sell
Will
500
Fairlane
brakes.
door
steering and
- tJ
March 2('
Kentucky.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
MSC
Atkins Gutter Installation, Excellent running condition and trade. Phone 474-2257.
3482.
MSC
V8
body.
beautiful
Watkins Products variety of pistols. Buy now while
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753automatic,
you can still get them at
March 6C completely original with 31,000 12':12' DARK Green shag.tcrpet, GERT'S a gay girl- ready for a
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom WANTED SALESPERSON for 8992.
VAN
G.
R
ILLA
1
reasonable
prices. Country Boy
Nice
location.
to
car
A
good
local
miles.
retail
actual
with
truely
carpets
five
city,
cleaning
store,
after
be
days a
whirl
house,
like new. $40.00. Phone..
ROOFEF1EXPERIENCED
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
PEPPE
to drive. For further in- 3222.
proud
electric
Rent
Lustre.
Blue
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. M5C week. Experience helpful. Write
WIC
installation.
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117,
formation phone 7534208. rd5p
(do not type or print) giving painter and gutter
Kiwik-Pik
$1.
shampooer
Call 153.5159
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
'
92
0
0
400-2
name,
Phalle
acklresr
phone
number,
bedrooms,
TWO
Market.,4'm2a:it&
TRAILER,
M3C
1988 MELODY mobile home,
located near Coldwater. Has oil last employment and two KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
WANTED TO RENT
bedrooms, heavily GARAGE SALE, 1813 West Ma'
ted
a',
sr
12'x
heat arid air conditioning. Water references, to P.O. Box 264-X, Control, phone 753-3914, 100 Southe.Ave.
Farris
1302
CREOSOTE POLES 8' to 25', and
and carpeted. Extra Street, February 28, March 1 and
insulatedthree
MX
and storage building furnished. Murray, Kentucky.
13th Street. "Every • try you WANTED FARM lane!to rent or
treated fence posts. Murray
753_4nice, with or without house type 2. Three rugs, 1-9'xI2', 2-12'xI2'.
MSC
paid
dollar
Top
lease.
Ph
Phone 489-2513.
e
their
have
bugs
delay lets
interested phone 753- 14 piece pink crystal glassware. 1968 BUICK Electra with vinyl Lumber Company, 104 Maple
If
furniture.
8090.
March
TFC
7C
way."
MX
M5P Antique Bruce drop head sewing top. Low mileage. Above Street.
4155 after 4:00p.m.
WANTED SERVICE station
machine. One two socket average. Also apartment stove.
12'x60' TRAILER on Ky. Lake in attendant, full time Apply in WIL,L DO any kind of carpenter WANT TO RENT or lease
Blood River area. Call 436person to Direct Oil Corporation, work, large ar small jobs. Phone lauhdromat. Phone Paul Peebles, ONE COOK stove, $20.00. Phone lavatory. Other miscellaneous Phone 753-6429 after 5:30 p.m.. M5- GOOD USED refrigerator, $20.00.
Phone 753-8006.
MIC items 753-9288.
MX
M3NC 700 Main.
March 6C Benton 577-7053
MX 753-9297.
427.
M2NC P
MX 753-7955.
.••••••*,

BILL'S MOBILE HOMES

•
a

3

1011111111100111111011111111111111101111111111111111114
TRACTOR,ALLIS Chalmers WD SIOnle1111111W111111111111111116111111111
45 with plows. Good condition.
M3C
Phone 753-5577

NciDown Payment.

4

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SHALLOW WEI.1. Jet water
pump. Good condition Phone 753M3P
7948.

FURNISHED APARTMENT, pLIIMMIIRILIIIIIam‘wakmmiam,
ft.mialavak
couples only Ideal for elderly
couple. No pets. Phone 7530
,
3019

MAKCH :!, 1973

7534916

FOR SALE

Another View

No. 4th & Pine Streets
Home Phone 753-8046 - Bus. 753-0223

SHOP,IDEAL for clean up shop,
top shop or mechanical work.
MSC
Phone 753-4763.

ERID.AN

Kt'. Vr"'"

CHECK FOR QUALITY

TV SERVICE CENTER

443-6150

r**************************y
* HOLSTEIN CALVES

i

Protect Your Home!

Rent A New
Blue Luster

Phone.419-216

Aftsr 5:00 p.m.

FOR SALE

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

SHAMPOOER

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

WESTERN AUTO

e

4

a

DIXIELAND
COM PRESSOR
CO.
101

I

*ANTIQUES*

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

Rotary Tiller
SALE

Off

Bill Houghton

FISH NET

Save 60( on
March Special!

Clyde Jones

or:4-

4

Y —MARCH 2, 1973

alal.233

z
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Call
753-1916
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gre

WANT TO BUY: used alto
for
PRITCHETT,
JOE
saxaphone. Phone 753-5677. M3C
magistrate for District 1. March
12NC

es, 2:5
6.5 KW Onan
4, electric croa n
er hailer centre),
utomatie battery
•ulate, docked at
r

WANT TO BUY: 50 to 250 acres in
the immediate area of Kentucky
Lake. Write Route 3, Box 168,
Yorkville, Illinois 60560
M5C

)
))

Southside Shopping
Center
on. oft. •••I
4./
,

.1.••
••••
40, 41.• •••
•/••
.1.• 4.•
••
,
10.• ••• .o.•• 1
•••
• .11•• 0.6 I% 41.•• P.OM .0.•

Stop paying the over-eaters
bill and over -tempting you
will! Pay only for your fillDon't put so muCh in the till;
Use our cafeteria deal and
get gourmet food at piggy bank prices

Overlooking Beautiful KonNeiry Laic*

WANT TO BOY 1961 Pontiac
Tempest with automatic tranM6C
smission Phone 753-8531

WILL REO,PAN

TRIANGLE INN
Phone 7S3-41S3

FRIDAY.i. MARCH 2
New Concort ly Phone 436-54%

;
eeds

FRESH CATFISH DINNER

smila;

1:00 p.m.
*********

cut riding lawn
nterested phone 7531.00 and 9:00
M2C

HOES; all occasion
r authorized Mason
Phone 436-5894. M6C

L tractor with plow,
vator and mowing
Lop condition_ Phone
M2P
r4:30 p.m.

lOME, 1in56', 1964
npletely furnished.
air conditioned,
irch, step and unPhone 7534041. MK
7/ CLOTHES, sizes
M2C
ne 753-3387

* Same Special Price Next Week on BOTH Thurs. &
— 3 till 11 p.m.—

"taiORLD'S LARGEST
AND FINEST CHAIN OF PANCAKE HOUSES-

Now
Open!

Mi. North
of Murray
on U.S. 641

12

6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Daily

iUM boat, motor and
M2(
ne 753-8072.

;AGE % ton camper
ii and deluxe camper,
pped. Gas-electric
• with freezer, range
shower and air conhone 753-5894, after
M6C

ITIQUES*

ngSat.Noon
Hours:
ays 5-9 p.m.
lay 12-6 p.m.
!day Only!
)% Off
epression
Glass
iH NET
of 4th & Elm

PerkinsandPancake
Steak House
42 Gourmet Pancake, Waffle and Omelet Plates...Plus a Full
Menu of Choice Char-Broiled Steaks, Delicious Sandwiches.
Fish Dinners, Chicken Platters and a Delightful Children's
Menu await your selection and pleasure at Perkins.
WELCOME TO PERKINS PANCAKE AND STEAK HOUSE
Early Bird Specials Served 6 A.M. to 10 A.M.
Monday Ono Saturday

F.1.POLES 8' to 25', and
,nce posts. Murray
ompany, 104 Maple
M3C
D refrigerator, $20 00
006
M3C

Si

No I

F.V.10US

PE RK

Three Butterrnk
Whipped Butter & S,,r•
Orange Juice and Cot.,

No. 4

No. 5

$1

ONE EGG ANY STYLE
SAUSAGE PATTY
Two Buttermilk Pancakes
Whipped Butter & Syrup
C offee

Si

No. 2

TWO
Country Fresh Eggs Any Style
Served With
Two Buttermilk Pancakes,
Whipped Butter & Syrup
Coffee

WANTED
Bricklayer Rid
On the repair of the
deteriorating brick at the
Tucker Rest Home. The
address is Highway 45,
Mayfield Ky The face if
the brick has deteriorated
and the brick will have to
be extracted and a new one
replaced. Please contact
Mary McClure or Loudean
Austin at' 247-3259 for appointment.
TO THE folks that have people
buried at Elm Grove Cemetery,
the price has gone up. It is now
$100 a grave So please pay
accordingly. Send your money to
Toy Outland, Route 3, Murray,
Kentucky or leave at Earl Lee's
M5P
Grocery.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE
By Owner
4 Bedroom brick, 2 ceramic
baths, family room with
fireplace. Carpeted
throughout, central beat
and air, only 1 year old. 707
Goodman St. or Telephone
711-111136.

s

Si

No. 3

Phor.
753-4953

BY OWNER, four bedroom
home, located in desirable neighborhood on wooded lot. Many
desirable features; dining room,
large open foyer, family room,
upstairs, game room and work
area with outside entrance. Fully
landscaped. Dead end street.
Central heat and air. Interested?
M3C
Call 753-7309.

Please No Substitutions --

3EDROOM double$6595.00. Bill's Mobile
ith Beltline Highway,
:y. Phone 443M3C
KY'S LARGEST
oistols. Buy now while
.still get them at
prices. Cotmtry Boy
pistol people. 9 miles
insville, Junction 117,
en Sundays until 4:00

*

TRIANGLE INN

New!

.
Country Fresh Eggs Any
Two Strips of Bacon
Country or Regular T- •
Coffee
No.6

S1

SI

THREE

PERKINS OWN

But teresiik Pancakes
One Sausage Patty
WHi,per; :i•t( rSyr11:,

Golden Waffle
One Sausage Patty
Whipped Butter & Syrup
Coffee

COME SEE US!!

ON PEGGY ANN DRIVE. Ready soon for you to move in
Has large kitchen-family room, two tile baths, all built-in
Nice carpet, central heat and air. Large Patio and carport
Really priced right.

NEAR SHOPPING CENTER AT 521 South llth Street, nice
three bedroom brick, electric heat, garage. Really worth
seeing.

WELL LOCATED AT 1711 KEENLAND is a real nice three
bedroom brick home in excellent condition. Has nice carpet,
path) and family room. Priced to sell.

• Full Half-Pound or More of Fresh Catfish
• Hush Puppies
• Cole Slaw
• French Fries
• Onion, Tartar Sauce and Lemon

U.S. 641 South
at Sycamore

ON 614 JUST ONE MILE NORTH of 121 South A double wide
trailer on one acre of land. Kitchen furniture and air conditioner included. $6,600.00.

ON RAG WELL BOULEVARD ISNaas,3 bedroom kick
home with all built-ins, carpet, drew**, 3 baths, central
heat and air, garage.

1.50

•

NEW FOUR BEDROOM HOME in Gatesboro, near corn
pletion. Central heat and air. Large living room and extra
large family room, two baths, built-ins, carpet Ready soon
so call to see.

4

"The Catfish We Serve Today . . .
Slept Last Night In A Kentucky Lake Bay!"

THREE BEDROOM brick house
with garage, near Paris in Henry
County, on one acre lot, five year
old. Electric heat. Includes
refrigerator, stove, washer,
dryer, wall to wall carpet.
$15,500.00 full price. Write Owner,
E. Haley, Route 2, Henry, TenM5P
nessee.
VERY MODERN two or three
bedroom house, entirely new
inside. Nice _ new oversize
rage, nice new patio, new
, new paneling, new walls,
ceilings, new linoleum, new
t, new electric 'wiring and
sting features, new plumbing,
pea, and fixtures. Many closets.
ront drive. 1613 West Main, 753M3P

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NORTH FORK CHURCH ROAD, k4 mile north, of Lynn
Grove Road, a large three bedroom brick home, two baths,
large lot. All paneled, carpets and built-in range_ Has carport, electric heat, and good well. Priced to sell. 921,500.00

SHERWOOD FOREST—Alnolutely beautiful three bedroom
brick veneer house on 110,x200' wooded lot. This house
reflects quality throughout with all built-ins, carpeted,
central heat and air. dodge car garaip.00l apacious
rooms is really priced debt.Call for an eilIMMDIIIM.

(NEVER FROZEN)

********v
WES

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PRIME LOCATION I.arge commercial lot on 641 S across
from Holiday Inn 150' frontage and extra deep Ideal for
most types of businesses Call for details.

(After 3 p.m.)

me 753-5865

ATE FOR SALE

A MODEST PRICE for this 2 bedroom frame at 230 S. 15th.
Range and refrigerator, gas logs, draperies Included in
price. Has air conditioner and a fireplace.

* FRIDAY SPECIAL *

NTER

REAL

.FOr Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

41.11,••

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT

nstant -rike-out service in a
conte.ner that really keeps it
hot.

REAL MATE FOR SALE

CHILD'S PLATE
Under 12 years)
Meat & 2 yr.:I/Rabies or meat.
If en< h tr les L veg
49 cents
We try them to go also"
TRIANGLE INN
Phone 7534953

King's Den
Men's Clothing
APPRECIATION SALE

.)

WANT TO BUY wicker furniture
of any type. Phone 753-7964. M6C

!Ise, you get

NOTICE

NOTICE

EXCELLENT LOCATION AT 1614 KEENLAND. New :1
bedroom home with all built-ins, 2 tile baths, family room
Still time to choose your carpet and colors. Large doublc
garage has big storage room. Also has covered patio and
central heat and air. A most desirable home Call us to see
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET, four bedroom brick veneer
Large living room, family room, large kitchen and dining
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage with automatic
and patio On nice corner lot
door opener, paved drive
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County
lots. Some small, some large. All different price ranges
Check with us for residential or commercial lots
1605 LOCUST DRIVE—Large 7 bedroom brick veneer house.
three and one half baths, central heat and air, on 100's200'
size lot. Call and look at this one Good extra income
bedroom brick
GROVE HEIGHTS--PERFECT THREE
al electric
--100'1215'—centr
lot
size
veneer house on large
of built-ins, fully
heat and air One and half bath, plenty
Fireplace and waiting for someone $28,500.00
carpeted.

lot
EXTRA NICE COTTAGE at Center Ridge on water front
boat house with
has
and
furnished
Completely
acres
lka
over
__
811 NORTH Him STREET—Four bedroom masonry bows
ramp and electric wench. Good boat dock Has-2 befit-omits,
the
plus two complete apertments. Built on 100'x200' size lot,
garage, on water system. Nicely landscaped One of
central heat and air. Live and rent, or live and have separate
better homes on the lake.
quarters for relatives. Zoned 11-4,and Priced to move.
'
1 MILES EAST ON HIGHWAY 94-- Attractive two bedroom
gas
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Bagwell
brick veneer house, less than 2 years old, with central
Mmrailit all built-ins, central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet,
heat and one air-conditioner, located on one and three tenths
single
draperies, fireplace, double carport. Really nice Call for
acre Plenty of carpet and one bath and good size
00
right—$17,500
appointment to see.
carport Priced
KAY'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION or' Hwys. 68 and 80,
with 3 acres and all fixtures, alao cottage with 4 units A fine
piece of commercial property in a perfect location Don't
pass this up. Inquire at office.
AT SIXTEEN HUNDRED SYCAMORE, LARGE seven
bedroom brick veneer Colonial. Central heat and air
Downstairs has living-dining room combination, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, family room with fireplace, utility room, patio,
upstairs has private entrance, 4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, all
carpet_ Could be used for income House also has two car
garage and paved driveway.
REDUCED' 808 NORTH 16TH STREET - Attractive three
bedroom brick veneer house on large lot. 75' x 225' Plenty of
shade and fenced. Carport, utility and large rooms. Price at
only $18,900.00
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, is an extra nice brick home
2 baths, double carport,
/
with three bedrooms,family room, 11
built-in range. A nice large home
SUNSHINE NURSERY at 305 N. 7th St Has aluminum
siding, large lot and 3 baths Owner's apt. has 4 bedrooms
Some carpets. All furniture ancifittures except in owners
apartment. Could accomodate 35 children. Shown by appointment only. Call for details.
AT 1007 POPLAR, BIG AND BEAUTIFUL five bedroom
brick home. Has all modern fixtures, three car carport,
central heat and air, formal dining room, located on two lots.
If you are looking for a fine, well kept old home, just call for
an appointment to see this one
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOUSE at 810 Bagwell Blvd 2 baths, 2
car garage. Central heat and air-conditioner All built-in,
carpeting. Don't pass this one ul)
1417 VINE - THREE BEDROOM FRAME house, central gas
heat, one and half baths. on good sized lot. A bargain too good
to pass up.
Located at 1602 Sycamore Street. Four bedrooms, large
recreation room with new pool table, family room with
fireplace, beautiful staircase, wide hallways, formal dining
room, living room. 3 baths, utility room, all walk in closets,
worlds of storage space, two car garage, large patio, concrete driveway. Will sell or trade for smaller house

SIX MILES EAST HIGHWAY 94, Beautiful three bedroom
2 acres with plenty of highway
/
brick veneer house on 21
frontage Extra two car garage, central heat and air, two
baths, large covered patio, paved drive and beautifully
landscaped yard. Ready for =mediate possession Call for
appointment.
190 ACRES LAND on state road. No. 614 one mile North el
Highway 121.-435,000.00.
IN FAIRVIEW ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of Murray on 121
real nice 3 bedroom brick veneer. Large living room, kitchen
2 bathe, 44 acre lot All this for
/
11
and dining coenhinati
only $19,500.00.
LOOKING FOR A FINE BUSINESS near the University' If
so — we have the University Inn on North 16th Street for sale.
Business, good will and all equipment- Call Guy Swot kw
details.
NEAR HARDIN—LARGE THREE bedroom brick vsmear
house on 5us acres. One bathroom, good well, built-in oven
and range, and has good barn Acreage is cleared and
fenced Excellent pasture. Price can't be wrong
NEW HOME AT 812 Bagwell. 3 bedroom, central heat and
air-condition. 2 baths, 2 car garage— You will want to see this
one.
160 ACRES—REAL NICE 12'x56' trailer and new well 90
acres tendable and beautiful woods near Pottertown Unbelievable price.
CONVENIENT TO SHOPPING, 1002 Fairlane Drive, attractive three bedroom brick veneer, newly decorated, attached garage, large living room, dining room and utility
room
IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick home on
large lot. Has carport, patio and is carpeted. Priced to sell at
121,500.00.
CLOSE TO SHOPPING CENTER AT 724 Fairlane Drive, a 3
bedroom brick with carport. Has nice carpet, built-in range.
utility room, storm windows and doors. Outside storage
Large well drained lot. Priced to sell.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES-BEAUTIFUL large three
bedroom brick veneer house on la acre lot. All built-ins, two
baths, central heat and air, full basement.

lty
Guy Spannle Rea
Listings
Member of Multip

901 Sycamore St.

Phone 753-7724
Our Sales Staff . . .
Home Phones:

Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Guy Spann 753-2587
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Louise Baker 753-2409
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Jack Persall 753-8961
Tripp Williams 753-6422
WATERFRONT
SPACIOUS FOUR bedroom BEAUTIFUL
with plenty of
Barkley
Lake
lot.
house. L;ving room, formal
city water
dining room, two baths, country trees. Electricity and
access paved
Easy
lot.
to
piped
heat
central
fireplace,
kitchen,
753and air. Under $40,000.00. Phone road to Ivi mile of lot. Phone
M6C
MK' 5894 after 5.00 p.m
753-8182 or 753-0391

PEST CONTROL
FIFTY-TWO ACRES of good
land, good crop allotment, nice
building sites, on Highway 94,
M5NC
East.tall 753-4091.

FOR THE best in pest control
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating Company,753-7286,
March VC

t

_

C

Hospital ...
i Callused frau Page II
operational the business office'
should (Unction much more
efficiently, Poston said. Also,
much time will be saved in the
by-weekly processing of the
payroll serving the hospital's
300 employees.
Mrs.., Joe Pat James, the
business office manager,
reported that the first computerized patient bills will be
mailed during the month of
March. She explained that
under the new billing system,
patient accounts will be batched
under a guarantor account
number. This means that if
more than one person in a
family has incurred a bill at the
hospital, there will be only one
statement issued listing the
total amount owed on all ac-
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Governments Give Approval To
Vietnam Peace Settlement Today

Deadline For
Teacher Exam
Drawing Near

Firebombing Stirs Up Indians
Following Negotiating Session

that a full subcommittee meetPARIS (AP) — Twelve gov- South Vietnam, the Provisional natory governments can reconWOUNDED KNEE, S.D. of the fire-bombing of the home
About two weeks remain for
ing, which the Indians wanted
ernments of East and West Revolutionary Government and vene the 12-power conference to
nearby
in
George S. of Aaron Desersas
prospective teachers who plan (AP) — Sen.
scheduled today, was not posgave the Vietnam peace settle- the four members of the Inter- consider appropriate action.
McGovern said early today that Pine Ridge became known as
take the National Teacher
sible because the Senate memment the seal of world approval national Cease-fire Commisclose.
a
to
drew
meeting
The declaration did not speci- to
the
repwith
session
a negotiating
bers could not be collected. He
today
sion—Canada, Indonesia, Po- fy what action a future confer- Fxaminations at Murray State resentatives of the 200 Indians
commuDesersas is national
University April 7 to submit
said he wanted other Inalso
The act was performed in a land and Hungary.
ence might take
taken over this histor- nications director for the Amertheir registrations for the tests' who had
dians present to testify at such
ceremonial signing by the for(AIM),
Robert Rowan, director of ic hamlet "ended on a jarring ican Indian Movement
For the United States, the imhearings.
eign ministers of the Big Five
The declaration provides that
note" when the militants were whose members were promiRalph Erickson, special aspowers, the contending regimes the former belligerents or the portance of the declaration lay national testing at the Murray Informed that the home of one
Pine
here.
takeover
the
in
nent
sistant to the U.S. attorney genin Vietnam and the four coun- members of the control com- in linking the Soviet Union and State testing center, said of their leaders was fire-bombsouthRidge is about 15 miles
for
the
eral and head of the estimated
tries supervising the peace.
mission can circulate reports Communist China with the registrations
ed while the parley was under west of Wounded Knee_
100 federal marshals ringing
A week of hectic diplomacy on cease-fire violations to the peace settlement. American of- examinations must be for- way.
Dewhether
known
not
was
It
Wounded Knee, said the village
— mainly between the United signers of the declaration and ficials believed that the two warded se 413 to reach
firemilitants
Word of the reported
sersas was among the
Testing Service,
was closed to all incoming perStates and North Vietnam — to Waldheim. In case of serious Communist superpowers' sup- Educational
bombing "stirred them up pret- still barricaded at Wounded
sons . had preceded agreement on a violations or the threat of a port could act as a decisive re- Princeton, N.J., not later than ty much," said Sen. James
Knee.
March 15.
Asked what steps would be
four-page declaration binding new Vietnam war, any six sig- straint on Hanoi.
It was reported that DeBulletins of Information" Aboured, D-S.D., who was also
to prosecute the raiders
taken
outsiders to quit meddling in
sersas' wife was injured in the
describing registration at the negotiating session.
if the hostages were released,
the affairs of all Indochina.
said
situmoderate
the
senators
caused
The
which
fire,
-zatedurell and containing
Erickson said, "There are
6- It also set up a system to
oll Tax . • • (castieued from Page I)
registration forms may be ation before dawn was very.. damage to the rear of the many other violations here.
violations of the
with
deal
Since it is difficult to batch
building.
obtained from the Testing tense.
People's homes have been octake the trouble to run them Center, Room 350. Education
accounts 100 per cent correctly peace agreements.
The new .tension flared sevPolice officials in Pine Ridge
bearing on the right to vote.
We have a volatile situconcessions
cupied.
made
sides
Both
the
militants
at
the
information
due to lack of
refused comment.
So the law stands, and as down."
State eral hours after
Murray
Building,
to
ation."
conference
five-day
the
at
"It's such an insignificant tax University, Murray, Ky., 42071, had released 11 hostages they
time of admission or treatment.
McGovern said the 15 Indian
Herdman put it: "There's no
The senators said they saw
the hospital requests that reach unanimous agreement on way for us to determine its that nobody pays any attention or. directly from National had hell since taking over the leaders who spoke with the senSouth
Indians sitting in dugseveral
Canada,
declaration.
Me
about
questioh
a
lot
having
"A
of them Teacher Examinations, village late Tuesday
anyone
ators "were very disturbed
constitutionality) unless some- to it," he added.
the road leading to
expressed
beside
outs
Britain
and
Vietnam
their account either come by the
The 11 who were freed de- about the fire-bombing ... but it
body brings an action. And it figure it costs them more to Educational Testing Service,
was
Another
cashier's office or call and give disappointment that more effec- rrught not be worth doing."
collect It than they get out of Box 911. Princeton, N.J , 08540 clined to leave the village, pre- underscores the danger that ex- the village.
picknot
burned-out
atop&
were
perched
measures
the hospital personnel an op- tive
The most recent question it,,,
At the one-day session a ferring to remain in their ists here."
up truck.
portunity to review their ac- adopted.
County tax officials agree.
McGovern said the Indians
came from a Whitesburg, Ky.,
candidate may take the Com- hometown.
Foreign
"Several were sitting in a
Soviet
Rogers and
counts with them, she said.
away
Dado
with
"I
South
they'd
that
wish
couna
indication
also
rehabilitiation
McGovern,
every
"gave
vocational
mon Examinations, which
exGromyko
dugout behind the
hillside
Andrei
Minister
complete
should
hospital
The
selor, Edwin D. Holorook, 24, it," says Stanford Andrus, Mur- Include tests in professional kota Democrat, said the report they expected to face charges."
the
with
several were walkand
church,
satisfaction
pressed
the entire transition to the new
who queried the State Attorney ray city clerk. "It's just a nui- education
The senator said they advised
general
and
ing in the street," Abourezk
computerized system by April declaration_ North Vietnamese General's office asking why the sance."
Dewith
meet
to
the Indians
education, and one of the 27
said.
Foreign Minister Nguyen Duy tax is levied only on men. The
1st
For the male resident of Mur- Teaching Area Examinations
partment of Justice officials,
There were reports that food
Trinh and the Viet Cong foreign reply was a recitation of the ray, the annual tax bill continy
the
surrounded
have
who
unto evaluate his
I Condoned from Page 1 i
supplies in the village were low
minister, Mrs. Nguyen Thi constitutional and statutory tains three poll taxes-41.50 for designed
mornWednesday
hamlet since
derstanding of the subject
spaces were
Binh, were elated.
the city, $2 for the county and matter and methods applicable on Sunday at Hanoi's Gia Lam ing, to discuss an end to the and that sleeping
basis for the tax.
not available.
North
The nine-point declaration
time
same
the
at
airport
Holorook, who said he has $2 for the school district.
conflict
armed
assigned
be
to the area he may
was initialed yesterday by rep- been disturbed to see the poll
Vietnam released its 106 prisonOf a total city budget of to teach.
(Cantineed tram Page 1)
There was no repetition
resentatives of the United
his annual tax bill for about $800,000, the tax draws
on
tax
candidate
each
said
Rowan
China,
Later a Communist spokes- Thursday of the sporadic gunformal presentation to the States, Britain, France,
past three years, calls the revenue totaling $2,000 to will receive an admission ticket
the
an impasse had de- fire in the village Wednesday
Circle the Soviet Union, North and tax "a male head tax" "As far $2,500
Wear-Helm-Service
advising him of the exact man said
Vietnamese pris- as the Indians tried to keep fedover
veloped
will
45
9
He
at
also
a.m
Class
"It doesn't bring in enough location of the center to which
as I'm concerned it is disoner exchanges and threatened eral lawmen at a distance.
meet with the Every Member
revenue to make it worth it," he should report.
criminatory," he said
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
It was at Wounded Knee
release of the 30 AmerCommittment Committee at
David Magill, state local fi- agrees Graves County Clerk
Candidates for the Common' to block
the Department of Comin
that
Sioux
Creek
146
1890
(Ceeltweed frees Page 1
230 p.m and at 6.00 p.m will
icans.
nance director, called the tie Robert Hide, whose office deals Examinations will report at
State
Willie, "just a per calla WC"Edward
show his mimed slides on his- —Mrs.
Also affected are two Ger- men, women and children were munications at Murray
with a $1.50 county poll tax and 830 a m. on April 7 and should
University, was the guest
killed
the
by
of
U.S.
7th
troops
recent trips to Missionary work president, announced the
the
on
Filipinos
two
and
mans
A
tax
poll
of
school
"sort
it
county
a $2
Magill tet Hied
finish at approrumately 12:30
in rural Southern India and trophy and picture were given harmless," but concedes: "In resident of Mayfield in the p.m . according to the test Viet Cong list of 34 handed to Cavalry in the last major in- speaker at the February
cident in conflicts between In- meeting of the South Fulton
for
Henson
rural Thailand.
Berry
to
the present circumstances, county pays an additional $1.50 schedule set up by the ETS. the U.S. delegation to the Joint
High School Speech Club.
dians and whites.
today:
Commission
Military
Dr A.H. Titsworth. World replacement of the one he lost In there doesn't seem to be much to the city.
Teaching Area Examinations
Wayne Campbell introduced tbe
dozen
The
the
and
senators
home
his
at
fire
the
the
The spokesman indicated
Outreach Chairman, will inHine says that in the past the will hewn at 1:30 p.m. and
iustificatien for it."
the Indians speaker.
Johnny Bohannon, principal
troduce Rev. Seale at the slide
A thrashed to the days label "poll tax" probably kept shesSi finish at about 4-15 p.m. dispute between the Saigon gov- representatives of
He discussed the history el
ernment and the Viet Cong met between a barricade of Inpresentation. The Service said the intramural basketball when women had little financial some people from registering to
radio
and television as well as
and
dian
another
guards
picket
and
13
March
for
set
of
Christian
games are
Chairman of the
would not affect the release
stake in the affairs of state, the vote, although he says that no
law affecting the
Women's Fellowship, Mrs.0. B. 30 at 6:30 p.m.
106 American servicemen and line established a few miles federal
tax draws little revenue for Ow longer is the case.
broadcasting industry. His
away
by
federal
marshals.
Mrs Ralph Darnell an- taxing bodies and. Magill says.
Vietnam.
North
two
by
Boone, Jr., will be in charge of
Thais
"It's just sort of a nuisance,
future look in
"From the point of view of They met once in an open pas- speech included a
the light refreshments following nounced Mrs. Potts' seventh some governmental units have really," he said. "I think it
the job opand
broadcasting
ture
and
the
later,
cold
during
grade won the room count.
the Provisional Revolutionary
the evening session.
dropped it because it turned out should be dropped."
portunities in these fields
what
night,
in
Great
Plains
of
release
the
Hostesses for the social hour to be more headache than winGovernment,
Dr Seale has served on the
Although -he hasn't heard
Word has been received of the
According to Dr. Mofield, the
national staff of the Christian were the mothers of Mrs. dfall.
many complaints about the death of Mrs Reuel A. Oliver of POWs is blocked by this issue," McGovern described as a
is constantly growing and
field
"hastily
erected
tepee."
Church as secretary of the Nadine Jones and Mrs. Alice
Magill guessed that roughly law's application to men only, Clawson, Mich , who died the spokesman said. He said
—Itie main thing was that we is wide open for young people
Every Member Commatment Humphries' second and third 50 to 60 per cent of the units Huie is convinced it is dis- Monday at the William this includes American and othgot assurances that the hos- who are interested
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